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Editor's Comment

The

1986

issue

of

the

SAM

Journal

reflects

the

varied

interests, competences,
and
approaches
of
SAM's
members.
Contributors are undergraduate and graduate students, high school,

college, and university instructors, and an administrator.
Scholarly approaches include social value model and fantasy theme

analysis

as

well

as

historical

and

empirical

research;

and

curricular arguments afford differing, if not conflicting, views.

In keeping with the diversity of the articles the editors have
accepted authors' preferences for either textual or endnote
documentation according to HLA's stipulations; and in one instance
the author's behavioristic inclinations follow APA's style.

Appropriately, Mignesota's journal presents the abundance and
variety of a smorgasbord. Var sa god I
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A SOCIAL VALUE MODEL ANALYSIS OF "THE BIG CHILL"
>CS5AGES or HATEftlALISH
John F. Stone*

Billed as "the feel good movie of the year," The Big Chill
opened at theaters across the nation in late September 1983 to a
series of mixed reviews. For many critics this film about seven

friends gathering for a weekend to concurrently grieve the loss of
Alex, a sixties colleague, and their own sense of idealism proved to
be "funny and ferociously smart.
Many applauded writer/director
Lawrence

Kasdan's screenplay

and

dialogue

for

being "mappy,"

"brilliant," "seductive," and "in many ways irresistible."^

Other

critics reproved the film foil being a regurgitation of John Sayle's
Return of the Secaucus Seven.^ Still others felt that Kasdan's film

was "too slick" ^d was an example of where an "artist can be too
much in control.*" While such insights tell us a great deal about
The Big Chill as an entertainment package, it is the critics who
focused on the film's message who were guiding our attention to an

item of true significance—an item whose time had propitiously
arrived.

In the early 19808 many social historians were first noting
that

the

attitudes and

values associated

with the sixties and

seventies had given way to a new syst^ of values stressing the
importance of self-reliance and success.^ By 1984 the country was
paradoxically

listening

to

the

Democratic

vice-presidential

candidate declare, "If you work hard and play by the rules, you can

earn your share of Apierica's blessings,"—a statement unusually rich
in Republican philosophy."
When the film's seven formerly politically active characters

stop and realize what they have become—Harold a hip capitalist,
Sarah a physician, Sam a Tom Selleck-like TV star, Meg an affluent
real-estate attorney, Michael a big time journalist, Karen the wife
of an advertising executive, and Nick a non-conforming drug dealer—
each wonders, to greater or lesser degrees, what has happened to
their idealism. Karen frets, "I hate to think that [our commitment
back then] was all just fashion," and not only echoes the fears of
her companions, but also serves notice that The Big Chill wps to
take a bold look at this recent conversion in American values.'

John F. Stone is a graduate student in the Department of Speech
Communication at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Minnesota

Specifically, when viewed as a mirror of the American
conscience, The Big Chill, with the rhetorical flair of no film

before it, effectively p^trayed a conflict of values between the
moralism of the sixties and the materialism of the eighties. The
culmination of this battle, symbolically fought and settled in the
souls of the seven characters, concurrently sends a message
applauding the new value system of the eighties and announces that
moralism as a predominant myth had lost its utility.
The rhetorical critic intent on a closer examination of this

message must address three questions. First, how might one best
discern
the specific
values that
made
up
the
collective
consciousness of America in the early 1980*8? Second, what is the
film's specific rhetorical statement and how is it made? Third,
toward what audience or audiences is this film directed?

To assist

me in answering the first two questions, this essay will use Rushing
and Frentz's Social Value Model and look at moralism and materialism

as key components in Walter R. Fisher's conceptualization of the

American Dream."

To answer the third question, I hope to

demonstrate that the film played two messages to two different
audiences.
The essay concludes that while the film's pattern of
conflict resolution was intelligently designed and portrayed, the
film's message missed a significantly large group of auditors.

THE SOCIAL VALUE MODEL AND THE AMERICAN DREAM

The Social Value Model, first introduced by Rushing and Frentz
in 1978, was created specifically for the rhetorical criticism of
mass

media

artifacts.

The

model

assumes

that

the

"collective

consciousness" of a society is built upon a series of basic values

that exist in "a fragile pattern of dialectical opposition—a state

of tension, real or potential conflict or change.""
dissect the

model

originally

"dialectical

Designed to

dialectical conflict inherent in the film Rocky, the

proposed

two

transformation,"

patterns
where

of

there

symbolic resolution:
is

a

move

from

one

predominant system of values to another, and "dialectical
synthesis," where the new and old value systems integrate. Rushing
refined the model in 1983 adding three alternative patterns of
conflict resolution: "dialectical emphasis," when one set of values
is favored over another recognizing the other set exists,
"dialectical reaffirmation," when the two competing systems of
values are identified and the tension between them restated, and
"dialectical pseudo-synthesis," when two systems of values are
brought together effortlessly with each maintaining its own separate

identity.^"
The dissection of dichotomous systems of values invariably led
to other questions: How were values changes portrayed? How do such
portrayals affect the audience? Recognizing that a crusade for a

system of values would often be symbolically led by a character or
group of characters, Rushing and Frentz warned model users to watch
for a "change agent" who must "manifest internally a value ensemble
consistent with the pattern to be followed.
They further noted
that audience identification with this change agent would in turn
determine the audience's level of emotional participation.

Speculation that the Social Value Model found its theoretical
roots in Walter R. Fisher's breakdown of the American Dream into the

materialistic and moralistic myths seems plausible.

In 1973 Fisher

first made public his notion about the ever-present and always
diametrical myths of moralism and materialism. The materialistic
myth recognizes the importance of persistence, self-reliance,
initiative, achievement, and assumes one will pursue his own selfinterest, not forgo it for the sake of others. Those who adhere to
the materialistic myth are willing to "play the game" in efforts
toward ascendancy in the socio-economic hierarchy. Status, wealth,

and power are key terms in the materialistic myth. Conversely, the
moralistic myth is rooted in the principles of the Declaration of
Independence. Founded on the idea that "all men are created equal,"
the moralistic myth promotes values of tolerance, benevolence,

kindness, sympathy, and the idea that one should have the freedom to
be as one conceives him or herself.

After a careful review of the preceding concepts one might be

prone to conclude, with what would appear to be good reason, that
The Big Chill symbolically reflected a pattern of "dialectical
transformation," a full-fledged swing from moralism to materialism.
Yet closer scrutiny of the film's messsge and its social-historical

setting suggests that the film more accurately symbolized a pattern
of "dialectical emphasis" towards the materialistic myth. Such a
conclusion would be more accurate for two reasons.

First, many social historians view the recent shift in American
values as part of a very gradual trend. A rise in what some
sociologists call the "greed tfid power" index—national studies
conducted by the Gallup Organization and the University of
California-Los Angeles revealing greater attitudinal interest in

personal authority/recognition—is reflective of a natural evolution
in the American conscience.^' An evolution, Leon Botstein of Bard
College says, started with the reflective altruism of the sixties,
moved into the "self searching" of the seventies, and is currently

culminating with the self-reliance and risk-taking initiatives of
the eighties
When viewed from this process perspective the

symbolism inherent in The Big Chill represents a subtle pattern of
change categorically "aTigneo most accurately with "dialectical
emphasis."
Had the recent move towards materialistic values
directly succeeded the moralism of the sixties, it would have then
enacted a pattern of "dialectical transformation," an inversion of
one predominant set of values to another.

Secondly, a closer reading of Fisher's analysis of the American
Dream makes this critic wonder whether a total transformation from

moralism to materialism is possible.
He writes:

Although the American Dream is two myths and a person may
exemplify or strongly prefer one over the other, it is
important to recognize that no American can entirely
escape the whole dream. ... When one of the myths
tends

to

dominate,

whether

in

the

individual, the other myth is always
the background."

culture

or in

an

hauntingly there in

The ever-present nature of both myths in the American Dream seems to
suggest that the most extreme symbolic pattern available is
"dialectical emphasis"—favoring one set of values over another, yet
always recognizing the other set exists. As will become apparent in
the next section of this essay, this fact was not lost on Kasdan who
shrewdly incorporated the duality into his rhetorical message.
DIALECTICALLY EMPHASIZING MATERIALISM

Thus far, this essay has limited itself to a series of general
obaervations and statements about the film's rhetorical objectives.

To gain a fuller appreciation of the film as a rhetorical artifact—
my true intent—requires a careful look at specific measages.
Hence, the focus of this essay now moves towards a closer scrutiny
of specific characters, dialogue, and action.
This section
demonstrates that the symbolic manifestation of materialism was
achieved in essentially two ways.

The most effective vehicle for promoting the materialistic myth
is the symbolic change agent: Harold. Harold represents, as no
other character in the film, the ensemble of values that makes up
the materialistic myth.
As an entrepreneur Harold has shrewdly

developed a chain of athletic shoe stores that is soon to be
purchased by a major conglomerate.
that

Harold

and

his

wife Sarah

Such financial standing means

can comfortably host the other

characters in their mansion in South Carolina.

When not out on his

crack-of-dawn morning run we can see how much he values his marria^
and property, adores his kids, and does not feel the least bit
guilty about making money and leading a gracious, comfortable life.
He tells us he rejects the fears of the others that "we were great
then and we're shit now."
Moreover, Harold shows no propensity,
as the other characters so often do, to look back mournfully at the

sixties—taking only the music with him when he left that period.
As a change agent Harold proves to be rhetorically effective by
promoting a strong identification with hia value position. It is

easy to like and admire Harold, and see why Meg calls Harold "The
Perfect Man."^' He is clever and playful, mischievously naming his
stores "Running-Dogs"—presumably after the revisionist group of the
Chinese Revolution.

He is comfortable

around

all

characters,

creating what one film critic called an "impromptu dormitory"

atmosphere.^®

Moreover, he is very levelheaded in his business and

interpersonal dealings. In short, he reaps the many benefits of the
materialistic myth and reveals none of the polluted after-effects.
He makes "happiness seem so eminently reasonable.

Second, for those auditors who escape identification with "the

good life," the film uses the cast of characters to more rationally
call our attention to the failures of the moralistic myth. Fisher
noted that the weaknesses of moralistic values often emerge most

clearly when in contrast to the materialistic myth.
At one level the film does make it clear that adherents to the

moralistic myth are likely to be self-righteous. The audience could
conclude, with good reason, that it was significantly easier for
these characters to point fingers at authority and shout tyranny

while living away from home, probably on someone else's money. When
Karen says, "Half the stuff I did, I did to piss off my parents."

the auditors are given insight into true character motivation.'
Her remark serves as a potent reminder that a virtuous myth is
easily shattered by a hint of hypocrisy.

More significantly, few of the characters escaped the clutches
of naivete, a characteristic seemingly endemic to the moralistic
myth. In an effort to establish the components of a Utopian society
these characters set out to teach school in the ghetto and legally

defend the underprivileged. After realizing that her clients were
"extreme repulsivos" and "scum," Meg moved onto a more lucrative law

practice. When another character queries, "Who did you think your
clients would be. Grumpy and Sneezy?" she can only respond, "I don't

know, I just didn't think they would be so guilty.""
At a nmre abstract level the film urged the conclusion that

moralism as a practical, driving myth had run its course.

The

drawing of such a conclusion is contingent upon recognition that
Alex is the film's metaphoric representative of the sixties. Though

never provided an opportunity to see or hear Alex—a fact that in
itself parallels him with the moralistic myth—the audience learns
of his inability to find solace in contemporary America. Strictly

adhering to his decade's moral imperatives, he pursued a number of
psychicly rich, satisfyingly poor occupations: academe, social
work, manual labor. Surreptitiously, Alex concluded, much as the
audience does about the moralistic myth, that there was little

pleasure or use for these initiatives in the eighties.

Yet while one senees thet the moralistic myth will not gain top

billing on the marquee of the eighties, The Biq Chill did recognize,
much as Fisher had, that the moral myth is an inherent part of the
American Dream. It will, to greater or lesser degrees, frequent

every age of American society. The film acknowledges this wd
objectifies its message by simultaneously touching on redeeming
tenets of moralism and the flaws of materialism.

Looking again to the primary change agent, Harold, the auditor
can see that not all of moralism'a lessons have been lost.

When

Harold asks, "How much sex, fun and friendship can one man take?" he
tells us that the decaite driven by the moralistic myth certainly had

its enjoyable moments." His charitable attitude, evidenced by his
providing a home for Alex, and later Nick, warmly sharing his house
(creating almost a communal atmosphere), and playfully ordering
shoes for all his guests, makes it easy to admire and identify with

many of Harold's qualities that likely found their origins in the
sixties.
In fact, his effort to help those in the group less
fortunate than himself by sharing inside information about his

upcoming shoe store sell-out prompts Sarah to chastise him: "Who do

you think you are, John Beresford Tipton?"^*
For the auditor sensitive to it, there is a message that these
characters established a warm and lasting friendship that might
never be achieved in this day and age. Honestly concerned with the

happiness and well-being of their cohorts, these people are willing
to go to great lengths to help others recognize hopes and dreams.
When Meg says, "So here I sit on my ticking biological clock, and
the only thing I've known in my whole life is that I want to have a

child," Sarah responds as oqj^ a pragmatist of the eighties and
friend of the sixties would."

She "lends" Harold to Meg for an

evening.

The auditor is also introduced to the darker side of the

materialistic myth, archetypically portrayed by Michael. His selfcentered adherence to the myth prompts him to inform the others,

"You can't get through a day without a few juicy rationalizations."
His constant manipulative efforts to seduce the young Chloe, Alex|s
former girlfriend, grow tiresome. His exploitative nature leads him
to say, albeit sardonically, "That's what's great about the
outdoors, it's one giant toilet."" And while Michael coalesces our
worst fears of the materialistic myth, it is to the credit of the

myth that the other characters are heady enough to recognize Michael
for what he is and neutralize his efforts.

The pattern "dialectically emphasizing" materialism is based
largely on the recognition that these are not odious people. Amidst
their own fears that their former concern with the dignity and worth
of each individual has been replaced with an interest in the Prime

(no pun intended), also rests our realization that we would not

hesitate to have these people as neighbors. These are kind, humane,

sometimes confused people such as ourselves, who willingly look past
petty character faults and treat each other with respect.
MESSAGES AND AUDIENCES

That the symbolic emphasis on materialism is the rhetorical
centerpiece of The Big Chill is as clear as a piece of fine crystal.
Yet interest solely in EFTia centerpiece ignores the film's two
specific messages played to two distinctly target audiences. This
section of the essay explores this rhetorical strategy more
particularly and concludes that both messages missed yet another
large group of audience members.

The film was primarily directed toward those audience members
who were entering adulthood during the sixties. One film critic

neatly identifies the ideological parameters of this target group
when she asks:

Were

you

young, idealistic, a student at one of our

better colleges? Did you take LSD, listen to Srookey
Robinson? Okay, maybe you didn't actually go on a
demonstration yourself, but I'll bet you knew some
one who did, right? And I'll bet you never dreamed

you'd

end

uo

like thia—head

of

P.R.

at

Dow

Chemical. ...

Members of this group were swept up largely by the passion of the
time and were marked by their tendency "to show up but never stand

up."

Identifying strongly

with the film's characters (who

themselves easily fit into this cstegory, the only clue of political

activity being a mention of Sam's "big speech") these audience
members have shown a proclivity to fall in line with values of the
eighties as easily as they did with values of the sixties.

Though the message sent to this group was obviously more
difficult for some to accept than it was for others, it was simple
and left little room for misinterpretation. In essence this group

was told to: 1) forget those times and spare the self-recrimination
affiliated with becoming entangled in the youthful passion of two
decades ago; and 2) recognize that barring some extraordinary
circumstances or turn of events it is an attitude that one will

never regain. It is a message rhetorically palatable for all who
unconditionally accept it, because it liberates auditors to
uncritically adhere to the prevailing value system—no longer to an
ideology that was once fashionable.

A second target audience could be labeled "kids of the Reagan

generation." When Chloe, the film's archetypical representative of

is group, says, "I don't like to talk about the past as much as
j guys do," we can see that she is not only a foil for the selfcrimination common to the other characters, but is also someone
cgely concerned with "here-and-now" activities.
Social
storian Botstein identifies this group as "quite apolitical, a

xture of sophistication and ap^thy~the sense that talking about

B long-term future is futile.

Thus, when Chloe later says, "I

ven't met many happy people, how do they act?" or when she

onitors the action with eyes that have seen it all and am t

lling," she is confirming the tendency of this group to house a

ofound cynicism and depressed level of ideally that Botstein
ggeata "could be very dangerous to this country."-'

The nessage earmarked for this group, posed as a rhetorical
lestion, is as simple as it is pragmatics Why bother with the
lealism of the sixties?

Members of this group can only wonder

out the utility and effects of moralism as a predominant myth,

ireover, members of this group would seem to be planning to ride
le crest of the materialistic myth for quite some time.

While both messages closely consider their targets and are

itelligent in terms of focus and direction, both fail to
letorically address what might be even a larger group of audience
jmbers, a group composed of two distinct subgroups.

Subgroup one is comprised of those who are still earnestly
iterested in the moralistic myth.

This is a group who had

lan a fleeting commitment to social change, and whether or not they
•e politically active today still adhere to the values they
squired as activists. Formed by an active participation in the
Lxties, they continue to use what they learned to make a recent

Lving regardless of their profession. One film critic articulated
le feelings of this group when he wrote, "The movie is doubly
atronizing, and it displays the infuriating, ckimb cynicism of
aople who know nothing of life outside show business."^

Subgroup two, which might possibly be the largest group of all,
3 composed of those audience members who "believe" or "want to
elieve" they adhere to the values of the moralistic myth. Made up
f persons who display all the accoutrements of the materialistic
yth, in turn proving unable to live up to the sacrifices demanded
y the moralistic myth, they nonetheless dupe themselves and others
y claiming, "I was born ten years too late," For this group the
ynicism of The Big Chill must be denied on all fronts, for to
cknowledge part is to open a crack in an ironclad conscience that
8 the key to their emotional well-being.

The lack of promising scenarios or characters for these

loralietically driven groups to identify with is perhaps testimony

o the difficulty of symbolically synthesizing the materialistic and

moralistic myths into equal halves of the American Dream. There are
more options than drugs or suicide for those who strictly adhere to
the moralistic myth in a predominantly materialistic world, and
Kasdan chose to let the disenchanted auditors come up with their own

solutions.

A move that proved to be rhetorically costly.
CONCLUSION

Momentarily putting aside the issue of The Biq Chill's
rhetorical effect, the film does prompt one to recognize that
certain

decades in

American

history

invariably

emerge

as

more

nostalgia-provoking than others.
Filled with some kind of
revolution, in politics, social conditions, or culture, these
decades simultaneously mark watershed moments of change in American
values and provide fodder for a host of books, plays and movies rich
in

rhetorical statements.

Thus, critics who have recognized a

tendency for works about the sixties to continually call on "a
collection of sellouts and compronusers" are doing more than making

judgments about artistic choices.
They are calling attention to a
genre that offers social and rhetorical critics alike a microcosmic
view of American values and their transition.

Moreover, how long before rhetorical critics are able to view
the pendulum of American values swing back emphasizing the moralism
myth, as it undoubtedly will, is difficult to predict. Some
political observers have argued that it will be quite some time.
The liberal/moral agenda of the previous 35-40 years—carrying such
items as medicare, civil rights, food stamps, and aid to higher
education—has been largely achieved, making those resoqnsible for

such success the targets of recent rhetorical campaigns.^-'
Regardless of what has happened or what will happen, the fact
remains that 1983 was a year ripe for The Biq Chill to flash its
iconic images on the screen and trumpet an announcement that
materialism was now the predominant myth. And while the film did
this with an unprecedented flair and intelligence, prompting many to
embrace the comforts of materialism, it did little to "brainwash"

the unconverted.
Recalling the famous words of Senator Eugene
McCarthy, it didn't even achieve a light rinse.
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POLITICAL PARTISANSHIP. POLITICAL HUMOR AND SHARED

RHETORICAL FANTASIES; AN EXPLORATORY STUDY

"

Roxann L. Knutson*

Humor has been the subject of extensive examination by social
:ientists for many years. It is generally agreed that insights
jncerning learning patterns, psychological (tevelopment, and
jltural history can be revealed by investigating laughter, joking,
id humor. The ways in which humor functions in a society have been
insidered less frequently, even though relationships between humor
id

social institutions or

movements might

provide information

lading to a greater understanding of human behavior. Sociologist
, 0. Webb suggests the value of examining humor in this context,
including that "humor integrates ideology with the felt experience
r an individual.
Membership in a social category or class
itermines the nature of this experience. Humor becomes a means by
lich issues that are essentially abstract and ideological are made

nportant to members of different social groups and classes" (1981).
The study of political humor as an integrating factor in social
id political groups has significance for understanding human
istitutions and group behavior. There are also several rhetorical
3sues intrinsic to this area of investigation.

Bormann's work in

antasy theme analysis and the research that has been done using
lis theoretical base would support Webb's statement and would add
lat humor is one of the important kinds of rhetorical activity that
ndicates fantasies are being shared by group members (1972).

This research project was designed to investigate how political
umor functions in mass political persuasion. The investigation
roposes to probe the following four areas:
1) There is a substantial amount of research showing a
definite link between fantasy sharing and group member

ship. This research project adds to the growing body
of evidence demonstrating a relationship between iden
tified rhetorical visions and political partisanship.

Roxann L. Knutson is a graduate student in the Department of
Speech Communication at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
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2) This investigation explores the use of political
humor as a distinct and separate category of rhetorical
activity operating as a sole indicator of fantasy

sharing within specifically identified political groups.
3) Various scholars have identified several dimensions

of political humor that have yet to be explored through
empirical research or rhetorical analysis. This research
investigates the relationship of identified rhetorical
communities to three of these dimensions of humor:

a) cognitive complexity/simplicity in humor
b) allegiance/opposition uses of humor
c) political content or position of humor

4) This research project looks at some of the attitudes
expressed by groups about the uses of political humor.

The purpose of this study is to add to our understanding of
political persuasion, political humor and rhetorical groups by using
empirical research methods and descriptive rhetorical criticism to
examine specific political partisans.
THEORETICAL RATIONALE

Political rhetorical communities can be identified by examining

the rhetorical visions of those groups.

These rhetorical visions

are empirically justified by investigation and illustration of the
shared fantasies of such groups.

Evidence of shared fantasies is

found in the use of certain rhetorical behaviors such as the use of

fantasy themes and types, personae, symbolic cues, and the like
(Bales; Bormann 1972).
Further

research

has

verified

the

relationship

of

these

rhetorical visions to political campaigns and to political
communication.
Commonly held rhetorical visions that become

identified in political campaigns and within specific political

groups are directly related to voting behavior and political
partisanship (Bormann 1972:; Semlak; Henderson; Rarick et al.; Cragan
and Shields 1977, 1981; Bormann et al., 1984, 1985).

One example of shared fantasy is the use of humor (Bales;
Bormann 1972).

This dramatizing behavior in the form of inside

jokes, puns, anecdotes, etc. provides evidence of symbolic
convergence which has been described and studied as an important
aspect of social movements and political communities. Studies of
these movements and communities using fantasy theme analysis ^ have
concentrated, for the most part, on various rhetorical activities
and several dramatizing behaviors rather than isolating a single
activity such as the use of humor. Bormann looked at political
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cartoons

and voting behavior in the Carter-F ord presidential
campaign of 1976 and found evidence to support the relationship
between

fantasies

shared

in

preference and behavior (1978).

the

political

cartoons

and

voter

That study appears to be the only

empirically based research in political humor.

In addition to the inquiry into the relationships between

political persuasion, political humor and rhetorical visions held by
political communities, this research was designed to explore some
dimensions of humor that have not been previously investigated.
Political science researcher Philip Tetlock has done a series

of investigations concerning cognitive style and political belief
systems. He shows significant differences between groups along the
political spectrum and the degree of cognitive simplicity or
complexity displayed in their statements and argun^nts. The more
extreme the political position, the more likely the statement or
argument expressed will be cognitively simple in style. These
investigations considered political rhetoric in relationship to
political partisanship and cognitive style but did not look
specifically at political humor (1981, 1983, 1984).
Sociologist R. G. Webb, on the other hand, has described the
functions of political humor5 however, his work is a theoretical
analysis without empirical justification.
Webb argues that

political humor is used to either support the status quo and
maintain allegiance to traditional institutions and values or to
attack and oppose traditional values and institutions.
Thus,
political humor functions as a means of maintenance or change for
various groups within society (1981).
A third dimension of political humor worth considering is the

political content. This dimension is implied in the suggestion that
groups will respond to political hiiraor that reflects their own
values and beliefs.

This common observation is supported both by

face validity and the research guided by Bormann cited above.
RESEARCH QUESTION AND HYPOTHESES

With the foregoing general discussion providing direction and
focus, the central question for this research iss Are the responses
to different items of political humor and attitudes toward political
humor different for distinct political communities in the United
States as identified by political party and/or political ideology?
Further, in order to incorporate an investigation of the three
dimensions of humor discussed above, the following operational
definitions are presented?
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1. Types of political humor dimension

Jokes presented in this study are either cognitively
complex or cognitively simple as defined by Tetlock
(1981, 1983, 1984):
Cognitively complex—a number of dimensions and/or
values are reflected in the issue, problem or state

ment Mith complex connections or relationships drawn
among the dimensions. The humor is subtle and gener
ally understated.
Cognitively simple—only one broad category such as

the good, patriotism or strength is presented. If
more than one concept is in evidence, the second is
a direct part of the first. This type of humor is
overstated and obvious.

2. Uses of political humor dimension

Jokes presented in this study either promote allegiance
to established values, rules, and ideologies or oppose

social and political norms and structures. These func
tions reflect Webb's conservative and radical uses of

political humor;
Maintaining allegiance—the status quo, traditional
institutions or norms are reinforced or upheld. This

category also includes humor that assumes that there
is a proper role or norm and that deviations can be
corrected by ridiculing deviators.
Opposing or attacking—the norms, institutions, sacred

symbols and values are degraded or exposed as bad and in
need of change. This humor may also celebrate the norms
of deviant groups and may congratulate groups opposing
traditional values.

3. Content of political humor dimension

Jokes presented in this study are short, verbal examples
of political humor that reflect political ideologies or
positions either to the right or left of center on the
political spectrum. Finer distinctions in the ideolog
ical content of the humor will not be made in this study,

although an effort has been made to include a represen
tation of humor ranging from the extreme right to the
extreme left.

From the above definitions three hypotheses are derived:
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Hypothesis #ls

The further one moves to the right or

left on the political spectrum, the less complex and the
more overstated and obvious will be the humor preferred.
Hypothesis #2; The further the respondent is to the
right on the political spectrum, the more likely will
allegiance-maintaining humor be preferred.

Hypothesis #3; The political partisanship of the re
spondent will be mirrored by the respondent's preference
for particular examples of humor.
^^ethods

First, 200 short, verbal examples of political humor along the
full range of the political spectrum were collected. A sample of 78
stories was drawn to be representative of the entire political range
factored by the three dimensions of humor defined above.
Reliability tests V'®re carried out, and from the 63 political
stories reliably typed at the 75^ level 56, or seven factored sets,
were chosen.

Four organizations on the campus of a large midwestern
university
and four community organizations were asked to
participate. These groups were chosen to reflect the two extreme
ends of the political spectrum and the two major political parties
of the United States. Each contributed four or five respondents,
yielding a total sample of 38 persons? 9 from the extreme left, 10
Democrats, 9 Republicans and 10 from the extreme right. Members of
political organizations v^re chosen to insure that particular
political groups would be represented and to insure that those
participating would reflect the attitudes and preferences of persons
active in the political arena. The small sample size was necessary
due to the requirements of Q-analysis, the procedure used for the
statistical analysis of the data.

The questionnaire included the 56 political jokes to be judged
by the subjects on a nine-point scale (9 = most enjoyable, 1 = least
enjoyable), a group of 10 attitude statements concerning the use of
political humor to be judged by the subjects on a nine-point scale
(9 = disagree, 1 = agree), and a demographics page requesting
information about each subject.

Responses to the 56 political humor examples were coded and
processed by computer using Van Turbergen's Quanal Program for Qanalysis. The other parts of the questionnaire were analyzed by
computing frequency levels on all information requested, followed by
statistical testing where appropriate.
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Results

Van Turbergen's Quanal Program correlates the preferences
chosen by each respondent with the data produced by every other
respondent and produces a correlation matrix through factor
analysis. The factors represent groups or types of people who
respond similarly or cluster around certain items of political humor
with significantly similar patterns of preference.
The !3-anaiysia reported no concensus items. This indicates
that all the examples of political humor used were found to have the
power to discriminate among political types. Further, the analysis
resulted in eight factors or rhetorical communities typing 36 of the
38 respondents. Thirty-one of these 36 grouped into four principal
rhetorical communities and because of the strong representation,

descriptive analysis was confined to these four major groups. Each
type was analyzed fro® the perspectives of fantasies shared, vision
rejected, and those items holding little salience for the community.
Following is a brief description and analysis of the four
principal rhetorical visions validated in this investigation.
Vision

on

the Far

Rights

"The

Russions

Are

Coming, the

Russians Are Comingt" Ihe central theme" of this group revolves
around ' the "col3~war pre-occupation with the world struggle between
Good and Evil, the United States and the Soviet Union, This is the

only vision to rate President Reagan's radio joke on the bombing^of
the Soviet Union as a salient positive item.

In fact, this vision

rated that example of political hunrar ao favorably that it was the
item to receive the highest positive z-score on the descending array

produced by the Q-analysia,
outside the mainstream

Further, this group sees itself as

partisan struggles of the nation's two

political parties in that they found most items supporting or
attacking political candidates, parties, and agendas to be of little
interest. This community rejected environmental concerns, feminist,
and minority group concerns, and showed support for the agenda of
the conservative right. There were four persons typing into this
rhetorical group, three from far right groups surveyed and one from
the Republican group.

Vision from the Republican Party;

"This is Reagan Country!"

This rhetorical community is highly partisan in that the items most

highly favored were those that made fun of Democrats or the
Democratic party. These people strongly rejected any attack on
President Reagan or his agenda.
The support for traditional
American values as reflected by the current conservative trend in

the Republican party was a strong factor in this group's vision.
Preferences indicate a suspicion of homosexuals and feminists and a
conviction that the nation needs to get tough with deviant behavior
both at home and abroad. This was the largest group revealed by the
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analysis.

The individuals

clustered into this rhetorical

sion were all from the Republican party and far right groups—six

publicans and five out of the extreme right. This mix is not
rprising given the similarities in political party, vote choice
d ideology reported in the ctemographic section of the
estionnaire by subjects from both groups. Further, the shift in
legiance and ideological position within the Republican party to a
re conservative stance is substantiated
holarly literature.

Vision from the [temocr^ic Party i
80si"

in

both

popular

and

"Identity Crisis in the

As with the Reagan Republicans, members of this group are

avily partisan.

They showed a preference for any items of humor

at were critical of Reagan or the Republican party. Even though
ere was little interest in the lampooning of Jimmy Carter and

liter Hondale, this group rejected any items disparaging the
mocratic party or liberalism. The positive z-scores of this
mmunity do not reveal any issues of saliency for this group other

lan their partisanship and an allegiance to the American way ^of
fe. They do reject items that attack Congress, American police
id military, homosexuals, and items that disparage the poor. This
letorical vision

was one that reflected some of the New Deal

isitions, some new and conservatively based positions, and a strong
iti-Reaganisra. Th© confusion of the present Democratic party in
.nnesota seems to be reflected here. This group was made up of
!ven members of th© Democratic party surveyed and one subject from
!e far left organizations.

Vision of the Far Lefti "Where Have All the Liberals Gone!"
le focus of this vision is issues. This vision represents the

iti-establishment group of political partisans, ^ They are not
irticularly interested in the personalities of politicians or the
srkings of the two political parties, ^ The rhetorical vision^of
us community is feminist, environmentalist, anti-war, end heavily
smmitted to minority rights and conditions. These people reject
ipitalism and support the liberal ideological fxasition vijhen
resented.

The individuals that clustered in this vision were from

ie far left', that is, seven were socialists and one was a Democrat
10 chose to identify as extremely liberal on the demographic
jeological scale.

In addition to yielding information for a full rhetorical
38cription of each of these communities, the Q-analysis also
^ovided data concerning the dimensions of humor that are part of
lis study. On the complex/simple dimension only the large group of
sagan Republicans did not show an even mix of items. This vision
referred cognitively simple material but they rejected both

ognitively simple and complex items. In this part of the research
liere seems to be little support for the hypothesis derived from the
etlock studies. Perhaps other dimensions are more important to
olitical groups when responding to political humor.
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On the allegiance/opposition dimension there is more evidence
to support the hypothesis that persons in different political groups
use allegiance/opposition humor in different ways. Both groups on
the right were more likely to respond favorably to allegiance humor.
The Democratic vision, while still preferring allegiance humor in

their responses to humor items, indicated an greater approval of the
use of opposition humor in the attitude section of the
questionnaire. The group on the far left clearly preferred items of
opposition humor.
On the content dimension most of the rhetorical communities

preferred humor that reflected their political party or position.
This was clearly the case for the four major visions described
above.

Two of the under-represented visions selected humor without

apparent reference to the ideology or political position reflected
therein.
Perhaps these visions are reflective of groups who are
highly independent or who are non-political.

(The Appendix lists the most positively and negatively salient
items for each of the najor rhetorical groups and the most
discriminating items between the right and left political
positions.)
In the section of the questionnaire dealing with attitudes
toward political humor, respondents were asked to agree or disagree

with 10 statements presented on a scale of 1 (agree) to 9
(disagree). Question #2, concerning people being distracted from
real issues by the use of political humor, and Question #9,
asserting that political humor keeps politicians from taking
themselves too ^seriously, resulted in mean scores of 5.38 and 3.02
with no significant differences between groups.

All respondents, regardless of political identification, agreed

that people can learn from political humor (Question #6—mean 3.72)
and that most people only like huimir that reflects their own views
(Question #8—mean 3.75).

There was no statistical difference

tetween groups on Question #6, but responses to Question #8
suggested that liberals are more likely to feel that humor is

content dependent than the Republican and far right groups (p =
.05).

All

respondents,

regardless

of

political

identification,

disagreed that political humor is just for fun (Question #7—mean
7.30), that cpvernment and politics are too serious for joking
(Question #5—mean 7.80), that humor is good only as long as it does

not attack people and their ideas (Question #1—mean 6.58), and that
people are protected from demagoguery by political humor (Question
#10—mean 6.15).
On Question #10 there was no significant
difference between groups; however, on Questions #7, #5, and #1

those with more liberal positions disagreed more strongly (p =
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.025). This finding supports the earlier observation that liberal
political partisans are more likely to prefer opposition humor and
to see societal institutions as fair game for criticism through the
use of political humor.

Question #3 lends stronger support to this conclusion. This
statement asserts that political humor that degrades traditional
American values is bad. The difference in attitudes among the four
political groups surveyed ranged from strong agreement on the far

right (mean 2,2) to slight agreement by Republicans (ir^an 4.8) to
disagreement by Democrats (mean 7,1) to a position of strong
disagreement on the far left (n^an 8,5). The use of political huiitor

as an allegiance-maintaining or en opposition-creating tool changes
significantly as one moves along the political spectrum (p = ,025).
Question #4, stating that political humor is necessary for a

democratic society, elicited an attitude expressed by the far right
significantly different (p s .025) from all other groups. The other
three groups agreed with this statement with a combined mean of
2.87, whereas those on the far right disagreed with a mean score of
6.8.

Data gathered in the demographics section of the questionnaire
indicated that the respondents are poli^cally committed and active
persons

for

v^om

there

is

a

consistent

connection

between

partisanship and ideology. Information on the sources of political
humor revealed that the newspaper was most often cited (58%),
followed closely by friends (50%)
|
other sources cited were news

magazines (24%), radio (18%), and TV (11%).

It may be of interest

to note that even though television is presumably the major source
of political information, it is not an important source of political
humor.

Conclusions

The relationship between rhetorical visions and political
partisanship verified by research over the past 10 to 15 years has
been supported once again in this investigation. The rhetorical
communities identified followed their political identifications and

preferences quite closely.

Further, the fact that the groups

surveyed in this study registered their preferences for items of
political humor and were then regrouped by the QUANAL program into
groups nearly identical to the original partisan units is strong
evidence political humor as a single rhetorical activity might be
used to describe rhetorical communities and identify partisan
groups.

This research suggests that more investigation should be done
to

discover

the

ways that political humor functions within the
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society.
While Webb's theoretical description of allegiancemaintaining or opposition-creating uses of political humor is
supported here, the anall sample size of this study limits the
generalizability of the conclusions.

The investigation of political humor in relationship to
rhetorical visions, rhetorical communities, political partisanship

and ideology will lead to a better explanation of how communication,

particularly political persuasion, works to create social knowledge
and reality. By examining these issues the functions of political
humor in mass political persuasion can be better understood.
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APPENDIX

Most discriminating items bet«;»een right rhetorical groups

(Republican/far right) and left,rhetorical groups (Democrat/far
left);

Accepted by the right—Rejected by the left
39. San Francisco is like granola: Take avtay the fruits and
nuts, and all you have left are flakes.
Accepted by the left—Rejected by the right
28. Ronald Reagan is a triun^h of the embalmers art.
Most salient positive and negative items for each vision;
Vision of the Far Right

•>2.18 Reagan quip: "My fellow Americans, I am pleased to tell
you that I've signed legislation outlawing Russia. The
bombing begins in five minutes."
+2.11 Advice to the Premier from the Politburo for the upcoming

sunenit: "Remember, Comrade, people who are willing to
destroy an efficient telephone system may not be playing
with a full deck!"

-1.62 Capitalism is the instinctive urge to live off another
man's labor, if you can.
Vision of the Republican Party

+2.06 Walter Mondale has all the charisma of a speed bump.
+2.02 Why did Jimmy Carter carry a turkey around with him?
Spare parts!
-1.70 Great moments of fear: Just when you realize there's no
safe place on earth, the arms race moves into space.
Vision of the Democratic Party

+1.84 Secret service man while subduing a suspect;

"Just as

we thought, he was carrying a concealed question for the
President."

+1.71 Ronald Reagan's platform in '84; "Hey, I'm just a big,
good-looking guy and I need a lot of sleep."
-2.22 "We've been told by the Democrats," quipped Reagan, "that
over 17 million people in America go to bed hungry each
night. Well, that was probably true. They were all on a
diet.!"

Vision of the Far Left

+1.85 When God made man—She was only joking.

+1.43 Seen penciled on an "Uncle Sam Wants You" poster; Join
the army. Travel to exotic, distant lands. Meet
exciting and unusual people and kill them.
-2.22 AIDS affects homosexual men, drug users, Haitians and
hemophiliacs. Thank goodness it hasn't spread to human
beings yets.
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COMMUNICATION IN ORGANIZATIONAL SOCIALIZATION:
A RECONCEPTUALIZATION

John Bourhis and Henry Tkachuk»
INTRODUCTION

What

has

been

called

in

the

literature

"organizational

socialization" is generally regarded as an important concept worthy

of continued inquiry. Whyte (1956) and Porter and Lawler (1968)
argue that the effects of one's work organization are pervasive,
determining how and how long one will labor, where one will live,
the people with whom one will associate, and even what one's
children

will

become.

From

the

individual's

perspective

organizational socialization has a deterministic impact on one's
life.
Furthermore, Schein (1968) indicates that organizational
socialization has an equally deterministic impact on organizational

viability, arguing that stability, long-term effectiveness and even
existence are dependent upon the organization's ability to socialize
new

members.

As Herriott (1980) concludes, "There

can

be

no

argument as to the importance of the socialization process in any
organization." The present authors embrace this dual importance as
the foundation and justification for their analysis of
organizational socialization.
The ultimate criterion for evaluating behavioral science
research must be its social relevance and usefulness (Mussen, 1977).

Unfortunately, much of the data we currently possess relative to the
concept of organizational socialization borders on being esoteric,
irrelevant, and/or useless. In addition as Elsea (1979) indicates,

"Despite

the

intuitive

obviousness

of

the

importance

of

communication in organizational socialization, relatively little
research

has

been

done

on

the

role

of

communication

in

organizational socialization." We are not arguing that the data per
se is inherently inadequate; we do suggest that for such data to
have meaning it must be the result of a systematic, heuristic theory
of organizational socialization. We concur with Diana Baumrind
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(1980) who writes, "Much of the earlier thinking in the field was
based either on a tautological clinical model and has not stood the
test of scientific research, or on a positivist, mechanistic model,
which generated trivial or self-evident hypotheses." An attempt to
discover a systematic, heuristic theory of organizational
socialization seems justified.

If the premise that organizational socialization is a concept
worthy of continued inquiry is accepted, the relevant question
becomes, "In what manner should this inquiry be conducted?" We
suggest that the process by which we study the phenomenon of
organizational socialization is, initially at least, as important as
the phenomenon itself. Inquiry that generates a plethora of data
and then looks for a plausible theoretical explanation subverts the
intuitive logic of a system of critical inquiry. It makes more
sense to develop a theoretical framework of organizational
socialization first, and then begin research to confirm or deny the
theory. At the very least, we now have sufficient data, albeit
without any substantive theoretical foundation, from which we can
retrospectively develop a heuristic framework of organizational
socialization.

To continue the process of random discovery will

relegate us to generating additional self-evident and trivial
hypotheses§ theory should precede data.

This paper is an attempt to address the ^ove theoretical
oversight.
Part I distinguishes between socialization and
indoctrination} II outlines a theoretical model for analyzing the

socialization process. It is our hope by challenging the process by
which we have studied organizational socialization to direct reexamination and renewed emphasis on the theoretical foundations from
which such research arises.

I. THE INDOCTRINATION/SOCIALIZATION DICHOTOMY

Our main indictment against current research in organizational
socialization is that it has failed to accurately define and

identify the phenomenon in question. In an eagerness to submit
phenomena to the rigors of empirical research there has been a
general failure to define what socialization is and, more
importantly, what it is not. In our review and analysis of the
literature we have noted a lack of precision and specificity in
research efforts to date.

We contend that what has been termed "organizational
socialization" is in fact two distinct, competing processes. For

the purposes of inquiry it is more accurate to divide the process of
"organizational
socialization"
into
socialization
and
indoctrination.

hereinafter

referred

to li

(S)

and

(I).

Furthermore, we argue that what has been identified as socialization
is more accurately identified and studied ss an assimilation event.
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For the purposes of clarification, we propose the following
definitions:

1, Assimilation: the event by which individuals become
members or nonmembers of an organization and/or work
group within an organization;
2.

Indoctrination:

the unindirectional communicative

process by which organizations and/or work groups
within an organization impose norms, values, and

behaviors on members and jsotential members; and
3®

Socialization:

the transactional communicative

process by which organizations, work groups within
an organization, and individuals accommodate their
respective norms, values, and behaviors.
It is our contention that this classification system more accurately

reflects

current

theoretical

perspectives

and

research,

thus

facilitating a more accurate study of the phenomena in question.

To begin, we suggest that assimilation is distinct from (I) and
(S).
There is general agreement in the literature that
socialization (and we posit indoctrination) are ongoing processes.
And yet, most of the current literature focuses on socialization as
occurring almost exclusively during the entry phase of an
individual's organizational history, i.e., how the neophyte becomes
a issaber of the organization.
An examination of a variety of
socialization aihemata (see Elsea, 1980, p. 13) indicates that
several scholars (Feldraan, 1976; Porter, Lawler and Hackman, 1975;

Schein, 1968? Suwers, 1977; Thornton and Nardi, 1975; and Van
Haanen, 1972) view socialization in an artificially narrow time
frame.

This concentration seems to suggest an inconsistency:

if

socialization is an ongoing process, why has the vast majority of
research focused on a single time frame?

If it is an ongoing

process, why has not research identified other time frames in which
socialization occurs?

We agree that socialization is an ongoing

process that continues throughout one's organizational history from
the time of entry to the time of exit. We also agree that the entry

phase of one's organizational history warrants scholarly research.
We question, however, the logic behind focusing on this initial time
frame to the virtual exclusion of all others.

A more appropriate schema recognizes that socialization is an
ongoing process, and that it is the means by which certain acts are
accomplished. These acts we have called assimilation events. For
instance, the hiring of a new employee is an act. The time frame
(entry phase) during which the individual becomes a member of the
organization or work group defines the event, (S)/(I) are ongoing
processes that become particularly significant and are manifested
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during specific assimilation events. The promotion of an individual
from one position in an organization to another is an act that
occurs during a specific time frame. The exit of an individual from
an organization for retirement or dismissal is an act that occurs in
a specific time frame. To identify such specific events and then
analyze the role of socialization in these events more accurately
acknowledges the ongoing nature of process, and also recognizes that
the (S)/(I) processes are particularly relevant at certain points in
one's organizational history.

The corollary of this argument is that assimilation events are

repeated, and that assimilation is rat an ongoing process.

The

number of assimilation events one experiences is a function of one's

upward mobility or of changes within a particular organization or
work group. Elsea (1979) implies this distinction when he writes,
"Whenever an organizational member changes roles or locations in an
organization, organizational socialization takes place." However,
organizational socialization is continuous. It does not come into
existence as a function of changing roles or location.

Rather,

these "changes" are assimilation events that are accomplished by
means of (S)/(I).

Assimilation events occur repeatedly over time,

and individuals vary in the number of assimilation events they
experience. The more mobile individual will experience more changes
(promotions, transfers, new responsibilities, new dities, raw

supervisors, new work groups, etc.) which we call assimilation
events.

As Summers (1977) indicates, "A new job requires the

acquisition of new skills, the adjustment to new people, and the
understanding of a new work setting," (S)/(I) are the means by
which such acquisitions, adjustments, and understanding take place.
To define assimilation as an event encompasses the goals that

have been previously defined as socialization. It is an event
during which the individual "learns and adapts to the value system,
the norms, and the required behavioral patterns of an organization
or group" (Schein, 1968).
Most definitions of socialization
parallel Schein'a. The value system, norms and required behavioral
patterns are what the individual learns in each assimilation event.
How the person learns these is a function of (S)/(I). Hence, the
addition

of

1) distinguish

the

term

between

"assimilation

ongoing

events"

processes and

enables

us

to

specific events,

2) focus on specific events that are time-bound, 3) maintain
consistency in our approach, and 4) more accurately identify the
phenomena in question.

Assimilation, then, is a repeated

event

during

which

an

individual acquires the values, norms, and behaviors necessary to
become a functioning member of an organization or work group within

an organization.

We further argue that (I) and (S) are the

communicative processes by which such acquisitions take place.

It

is important to note that (I) and (S) are not arbitrarily defined
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processes operating only

in the

context of assimilation; if

anything, assimilation operates only in the context of (I) and (S).
Rather, (I) and (S) are pervasive communicative processes that

permeate

interactions

within

the

organization,

including

assimilation. It is therefore imperative that we make a distinction
between these two communicative processes.

The differences between (I) and (S) may be distinguished by
contrasting lists of descriptive terms:
Socialization

Indoctrination

accommodates change

resists change

transactional influence

unindirectional influence

individualizing

conforming

shared responsibility

organizational responsibility

huiranistic
facilitative

mechanistic
manipulative

trusting

suspicious

decentralized

centralized

descriptive

prescriptive

tolerant
democratic

intolerant
authoritarian

encourages feedback

tolerates feedback

Perhaps the most distinguishing characteristic between these
two processes is that (S) tends to be a transactional communicative
experience in contrast to (I) which tends to be a unidirectional
communicative experience.
In (S), according to Baumrind,
"individuals become what they are in reciprocal interaction with the
environment. . . ." (1980).

Reciprocity or

individualization

(Porter, Lawler and Hackman, 1975) recognizes that the "pattern of
exchange through which the mutual dependence of people, brought

about by the division of labor is realized. . ." (Gouldner, 1960),
and serves to distinguish (S) communicative experiences. In the (I)
process communications tend to be unidirectional.
Such
communications are command oriented, power based, and relatively
static. Schein (1968) observes this distinction when referring to

the initiation rites of novitiates for religious orders.

The (I)

process involves a destructive or unfreezing phase. We differ from
Schein's view that (I) is (S) in the extreme; we suggest that (I) is
not
socialization
at
all,
but
indoctrination.
This
transactional/unidirectional dichotomy is only one example of how
(I) and (S) can be distinguished; each of the above bi-polar

adjectives is equally descriptive of (I) and (S).
II.

On

the

AN ASSIMILATION MODEL

basis of the foregoing analysis the authors have

graphically depicted the assimilation event (see Figure 1).
explanation of the model follows.

An
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Jolertncii Loop

~L

Selection of
the Individuel

Orientetion

Personal 1

Technical

Behavior {

Orpanixitionollf

Decieio

Acceptance

Procedure

Socially

Peteralned

Characteristics of the Model

Several characteristics of this model distinguish it from other
models that appear in the literature. The first distinguishing
characteristic is that the assimilation event is clearly defined by

temporal limits^ i.e., it is a time-bound phenomenon. Whereas both
indoctrination and socialization are ongoing processes that permeate

all

organizational

assimilation

occurs

interactions
at

organizatidnal history.

specific

.(including
points

in

assimilation),
an

individual's

In specific instances of assimilation

indoctrination and/or socialization are the means by which one is
assimilated.
Assimilation events parallel an individual's career

changes and growth. For instance, when an individual is hired by an
organization the individual experiences an assimilation event. This
event is temporally defined from the time the individual is hired by

the organization until the time the individual is accepted (both
formally and informally) as a legitimate member
of the
organization. In the literature a great deal of attention has been
focused on this particular assimilation event.
Furthermore,
assimilation events are repeated throughout an individual's career

growth within the organization. For instance, the bank teller, who
on the basis of performance is promoted to a supervisory position,
also experiences an assimilation event. New colleagues, different
supervisors, new responsibilities and duties all require that the
individual be assimilated.
As in the previous example, this
assimilation event is a time-bound phenomenon. It has a beginning,
middle, and end that can be identified.
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The second distinguishing characteristic of the model Is that
it

accommodates

the

distinction

between

indoctrination

and

socialization.
This characteristic gives the model a degree of
specificity and flexibility that other modela lack. Assimilation is
an event, whereas indoctrination and socialization are processes.
The specificity provided by the distinction enables us to more
accurately identify, examine, and study the phenomena in question.

The third distinguishing characteristic of the model is that it
provides a general rubric that can encompass and focus the
theoretical perspectives that appear in the literature. The model
is not prescriptive or exclusive in design. Rather, it enables us
to integrate and ayntheaize a variety of theoretical perspectives in
an
attempt to examine the assimilation event tfid the
indoctrination/socialization

processes

perspective of our discipline.
to

allow

us

to

explain

from

the

particular

In addition, it is versatile enough

these

phenomena

from

a

variety

of

disciplines; for instance, the model is equally explanatory from
either a psychological or sociological perspective.
Elements of the Model

The

first element identified

in

the

assimilation

event

is

environmental change. "Since most organizations are in perpetual
development, one must continuously learn and adapt to the formal and
informal rule structure of the organization or subsystem of the

organization to which they belong at any given time in their
career."

(Herriott, 1980).

In a sense assimilation is a function

of specific changes within the organizational environment. The
model recognizes that change is inevitable, if organizations are to
survive and adapt (both internally and externally) to their
environments, and that assimilation is the means by which such
change occurs. For instance, the hiring of a new employee is a

specific response to an environmental change. The organization may
be seeking to replace an individual who is leaving the organization,
to increase its staff, or to satisfy a variety of other factors that
call for the hiring of a new individual.
Conversely, the

organization may need to reduce its staff as a response to economic
changes in the organization's external environment or internal
reorganization plans. The organization may decide to create a new
position; many organizations have developed specific boundaryspanning positions in response to increased governmental regulation,
lobbies, private and public intereat groups, and a variety of
external pressures (Sandier-Brown and Bourhis, 1980).
Such
environmental changes result in new personnel being hired, current

personnel being promoted, new positions being created and/or old
positions being phased out or reorganized.

Each instance involves

assimilation events in response to environmental change. There is a
great deal of support in the literature for the argument that change
is inevitable, and that organizations must respond to such changes.
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if they are to remain viable institutions.

Hence, environmental

change precedes assimilation.
The second element in the model involves selection of the

individual. Once environmental change has created the necessity for

a specific response, the organization must first determine what the
appropriate response to that change is, and then select an
individual to assume responsibility for dealing with that change.
In the instance of a new employee the organization first determines
that it needs to hire a new individual, and then recruits and
selects

an

individual.

In

the

instance

of

a

promotion

the

organization first determines that it has a position that needs to
be filled, and then selects an individual from its existing human
resource pool.

The

third

element

identified

in

the

model

involves

an

orientation phase. During this phase of assimilation the individual
"learns the ropes" (Schein, 1968). At this point the person "learns
the values, norms and required behaviors which permit him to

participate as a member of the organization" (Van Maanen, 1972).

Such learning occurs at three levels: technical, personal behavior,
and procedure. The new employee first must be oriented to the
specific technical requirements of the job.
For instance, a
secretary must learn how to use the office equipment, operate the
telephones, etc. Such requirements are primarily mechanical. The
amount of time spent orientating the individual at this level will
generally be a function of the individual's skill and the complexity
of the technology involved.

Orientation of the individual's personal behavior is generally

much more complex and dynamic. At this second level the individual
learns the values and norms necessary to become a functioning member

of the organization or work group.
Pivotal, relevant, and
peripheral norms are all components of this phase of orientation.
Personal

behavior

values and

norms are either organizationally

determined or socially determined. In general there are norms and
values that society at large has deemed acceptable or unacceptable.
Individuals learn these values and norms prior to entering the

organization; hence orientation of socially determined behavior is
less demanding.

If individuals are functioning members of society

at large, they will likely continue to exhibit these norms and
values

within

an

organizational

context.

In

the

case

of

organizationally determined personal behavior the values and norms
are unique to the specific organization or work group that the
individual is involved with.

For instance, one does not drive a

Chevrolet, if you work for the Ford Motor Company. One does not
drink Coke, if you work for the Pepsi Bottling Company> In these
instances

values

and

norms

are

a

function

of

the

specific

organization one has joined. Hence, personal behavior is a function
of the values and norms established by society at large and the

specific organization or work group that one belongs to.
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ProcedureI the third level of orientation, involves the manner
in which the individual manifests personal behavior. Procedure is
in essence rule bound and proscriptive, determining the means by

which the individual expresses behavior, values, and norms.

For

instance, the organization may determine that a normative behavior
for the individual is to constructively criticize company policy.
The manner in which one expresses this normative behavior may take
the form of a suggestion box or company bulletin board. Criticism

which is rat constructive is not flowed; constructive criticism
which fails to adhere to official procedure is frowned upon.
Procedure is the acceptable means by which the individual expresses

personal behavior through officially or unofficially sanctioned
channels.

Once the individual has been oriented to the organization

and/or work group within the organization, the fourth element in the
assimilation

event

is

a

decision, reached

either

formally

or

informally, whether or not the individual should be accepted by the

organization or work group.

A choice is made: the individual has

failed the orientation phase in which case he is rejected by the

organization or work group| the individual has successfully
completed the orientation phase and becomes a member of the
organization or work group; or, the individual requires further
orientation before a decision can be reached.

re-orientation the tolerance loop.

We have called this

The degree to which a tolerance

loop exists within an organization is largely a function of the
process—(S) or (I)—by which the organization assimilates
individuals.
For instance, in an organization that assimilates
primarily through an indoctrination process there will be less
tolerance of failure.

Fewer individuals will be re-oriented, more

individuals will be rejected, and in general there will be less
tolerance of the individual's needs, behavior, and performance. In

an organization, that assimilates primarily through socialization
there will be a greater tolerance of failure; more emphasis will be
placed upon individual needs, behavior, and performance. Rather
than viewing the individual's failure as an innate characteristic of
the individual, the organization will have a greater tendency to

view it as a failure of the process, the organization and/or group,

hence giving the individual the benefit of the doubt and a second
chance. Also, it is important to note that the decision involves
not only an estimate of the individual's success or failure, but
also a determination of the cause of that success or failure.

For

example, the individual may have mastered the technical aspects of
the job, but exhibited personal behavior that was unacceptable. In
that case the individual does not go through the entire orientation

process again, but rather enters the process at the level at which
the individual has failed. Thus, re-orientation is selective.
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CONCLUSION

Though m tmve offered some criticism of the socialization
research, it has not been our intent to be destructive. Rather, by
distinguishing
between
assimilation,
socialization,
and
indoctrination, we hope to clarify the issues and^ provide a vehicle
for refinement of what has been done. We see this as a reflective

and introspective examination which is one of the marks of a
maturing discipline.

Since it is not our intent to offer this model as a finished

theory, we would welcome criticism and ajggestions by our
colleagues. If discussion ensues and produces a metamorphosis in
our approach, this work will have succeeded in its goal.
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THE CONTEMPORARY COMMUNICATION CONSULTANT

AS MODEf^N-PAY SOPHISf

~

Jay Norman Sieling^

The

pHjrpose

of

this

paper

is

to

consider

contemporary

communication consultants as modern-ckiy sophists.

A comparison will

be

and

made

of

the

functions,

object

nmitter,

methods

of

communication consultants today and the sophists of ancient Greece.
A discussion of the word 'sophist' will show that its proper meaning

is not derogatory.

On the basis of several similarities it may be

concluded that the communication consultants of today are comparable
to the fifth century sophists.

A first basis for comparison is to define the communication
consultant and explain the terra 'sophist.' The varied natures of
coramunication consultants makes it difficult to affix one label that

will encompass the whole of the consulting field.
This very
difficulty identifies the consultant with the sophist who is
described in Plato's The Sophist as being "not the easiest thing of

all to lay hands on and define."^ The Eleatic Stranger in Plato's
dialogue offers six different definitions of the sophistp some
describe the communication consultant as well.

According to the

Stranger, a sophist is a merchant in articles of knowledge for the

soul, a ^ller of his own productions of knowledge.^

The

communication consultant might also be described in such terms.

However, since we are defining contemporary communication
consultants, it may be best to cite a contemporary source. The
brochure

of

a

present

day

consulting

firm

explains

that

a

communication consultant works "to improve communication skills of
men and women in public and private organizations of any size."-'

For the purpose of this paper, then, we may regard a communication
consultant as anyone who gives professional advice or service which
is intended to improve communication skills of men and women in
public and private organizations.

* Jay Norman Sieling is a 1986 graduate of Gustavus Adolphus
College. This paper was accepted for the Undergraduate Honors
Conference in Communication Arts and Sciences at Memphis State

University, May, 1986. In 1986-87 Mr. Sieling will be a graduate
student in the Speech Communication Department at Pennsylvania
State University.
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The first element of this definition is "professional advice or
service."

The

communication

consultant

offers

advice,

makes

recommendations, or provides workshops and seminars (service) for a
fee.
Further, this advice is "intended to improve communication
skills," such as ^blic speaking, small group interaction,
presentational speaking, non-verbal communication, leadership, sales

training, and conflict management.^

These skills are used in

"public and private organizations." Thus, the consultant may work
within a specific company, or independently offer workshops to a
variety of corporations, organizations and individuals.
This
definition includes a wide spectrum of communication consultants
from Dale Carnegie sales and speaking courses to more individually

tailored, executive-oriented instruction such as Communispond.^
After we next explain the term 'sophist,' we may then begin to
make comparisons between contemporary communication consultants and
sophists.

The Greek word from which we derive 'sophist' is sophistes, the
nominative form of the verb sophizo, meaning to instruct, make wise
or learned.® Sophistes clearly implies teacher, since it was first

applied to poets whose function in Greek culture was to provide
practical instruction and moral advice.
In the fifth century B.C.,
however, the term began to be used of prose writers as education
came to be fulfilled more and more through this medium.®
In the fifth century B.C. there occurred what Jarrett calls "a

verbal explosion of unprecedented magnitude

men began teaching the

arts (techriai) of eloquence and articulateness."

(This verbal

explosion might be compared to the media blitz of today.)

These

fifth century teachers called themselves sophists, associating
themselves with the respected poets of old such as Homer and Hesiod.
Plato notes in his dialogue Protagoras;
Now I declare that the sophistic art is of great
antiquity, but those who practiced it in ancient
times, fearing the odium it involved, constructed
a shield and veil for themselves, some of them

poetry, as in the case of Homer, Hesiod and Simonides,
some religious rites and prophecies, as did Orpheus,
Musaeus and their followers, some I have observed also
athletics. , . . All of these, as I.say, from fear of

ill-will used these arts as screens.^®
The odium which Protagoras reports was due to the fact that

sophists entered

the great cities of Greece as foreigners and

attracted the most promising youths by claiming their teaching to be
superior.
This contributed to the sophists falling into contempt
in Athenian society and to the development of the derogatory
connotation of the term 'sophist.'
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The sophists were a central part of an intellectual revolution
that occurred in the latter half of the fifth century

srid

accompanied the political upheaval of the Peloponnesian War.

The

studies of natural science and the new sciences of logic and

rhetoric caught on quickly^ and the effect was to undermine belief
in the moral and religious values that had formed the basis of

Athenian society. The new sciences taught young men to question and
challenge the status quo. A majority of the Athenians, however,
reserved the traditional outlook and considered the "enlightenment"

offered by these paid itinerant teachers to be moral degeneracy.
The accusation against Socrates that he was "corrupting the young
and did not believe in the gods in whom the city believes, but in

other divinities" was a common charge brought against ail
sophistsV^^ Although Socrates is portrayed by Plato as an opponent
of the sophists, he was brought to trial for contributing to the
moral decline of the city, for being a sophist—in the general sense
of "wiee-guy," as contrasted with referring to a special class of

professionals.^^

The derogation of sophists was "perhaps begun and effectively

expressed by the comic playwright Aristophanes who lampooned the

sophists through his character Socrates in The Clouds.

Here

Aristophanes used the .wrd sophistes as an abusive term implying

charlatanry and deceit.^® Young Phidippides calls them "quacks with
livid

faces" and

his father Stressiades has vengeance on the

"arch-imposterso"^' When told by his father that he is to become a

sophist, Phidippic^ replies, "You mean very pale and thoroughly
hang-djg-looking."

Despite these abusive characterizations of the sophists and the
continuing disdain for the term due to the influence of Plato's
dialogues, the term sophist, as used in this paper, is meant in its
general sense. Much like the word "gay" is now a word connoting
homosexuality, and not so much happiness, the word sophistes in
fifth century B.C. Athens became an insult due to the climate of
society at that time. There may have been unprincipled and immoral
men among the class of sophists, as there are among other
professionsI but as Grote shows, to substantiate a general
condemnation of the entire class of intellectual teachers in Greece

is extremely difficult.^'

Indeed, there were several among this

class who were very popular and made great contributions to the

study of rhetoric and to the theory of education, Jaeger's Paideia
credits the Greek sophists with inventing the theory and philosophy

of education;^®

and Jarrett traces the theories and practices of

education in Western tradition directly to the sophists.

Jarrett
reminds us of their popularity and characterizes the sophists in a
way that invites comparison with the communication consultantss

Above all, they were prized for their help in the
struggle of an ever-growing proportion of the Greek
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populace to become fully and critically articulate,
and here their contribution was both theoretical and

applied. They set themselves up—and to a consider
able extent were accepted—as exemplary speakers and
debaters and coached their students to do likewise.

The view of the sophists as itinerant teachers of articulateness
affords
the
most
beneficial
comparison
with
contemporary

communication consultants, and not the Platonic conc^tion of a
"paid hunter of young men" and a "juggler and deceiver."^
The first way in which the contemporary communication
consultant compares with the sophist is that the consultant is also
an intinerant teacher. Like the sophist who travelled to wherever
pupils were to be found, the communication consultant typically has
no lack of clients and travels rather to make him/herself more
available. Communispond, the largest speech consulting firm in the
United States, has offices in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Dallas, Washington D.C., and will even provide workshops in a

client's office. ^

In fact, most consulting firms will neke

arrangements for private corporate workshops. Athens was a popular
place for sophists to teach because it was a growing intellectual
center; that was where the market was.
Likewise, the larger
consulting firms are to be found in the centers of the business and
industrial world, because that is where their market is.
Being itinerant teachers is not the only commonality between
sophists and communication consultants.
The substance of their
instruction is also similar.

Political advancement was common to

the curricula of the sophists.^^ For instance, Plato has Protasoras
say that Hippocrates will learn "the proper care of his personal
affairs, so that he may best manage his own household, and also of
the state's affairs, so as to become a real power in the city both
as speaker and as man of action . . . and also . . . prudence in

affairs private as well as pul^c."^®
advancement in Athens was speech.^'

The key to political

To offer a modern paraphrase,

sophists sought to improve communication skills.

The methods used by the sophists were not completely different
from that communication consultants use today. The main instruction
by a sophist was given in small classes or seminars with emphasis on

the close association between teacher and pupil.
This is similar
to the instruction techniques of communication consultants today.
Although usually there is no longer a live-in acquaintance between
the pupils and instructors as in ancient Athens, the small group
atmosphere is preferred. Speakeasy, an Atlanta based firm headed by

Sandy Liq^r, has a ten person limit for its intensive three-day
seminars.
Other courses, such as Dale Carnegie's "Effective
Speaking and Human Relations," extend for a longer period of time

(14 weeks for Carnegie) and include more people per class (up to 40

in Carnegie).''^
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Each of these courses provides practical instruction in the
mechanics of developing and delivering speeches. The sophists also
emphasized practical instruction. Many prepared model speeches for
their students to study.
Antiphon composed tetralogies which
consisted of sets of four speeches, including the speech of the
accuser, the reply of the defendant, and the second speech on each

side.^^ Isocrates did likewise.
Because they taught the basics of argun^nt to advance one's
political career, the sophists were accused of teaching arete, or
virtue. In general terms, the virtue denoted by arete comprised all
those qualities in a man which made for success in Greek society and
which could confidently be expected to secure the admiration of a

man's f^low citizens and, in many cases, substantial material
rewards.^
That arete could be taught was the basis of the
sophists' claim to a livelihood.

Plato explains how virtue was acquired.^

speech in the Protagoras

Basically, according to

Protagoras, virtue was not originally a part of human nature.
Through a process of natural selection those survived who learned to
co-operate sufficiently to protect themselves within walled cities
from attacks of animals fiercer and more powerful than themselves.

T^MJS, even the most villainous people in society today have some
marks of virtue, acquired by teaching since early childhood from
parents, then schoolmasters, and finally the state through its
system of laws and punishments. The sophist carries the teaching a
little further and does it a little better, so that his own pupils
will be somewhat superior to their fellow citizens.
While they no longer address it as mete or virtue, the
contemporary
communication
consultants
offer
"total
image"

programs.^"

Some include dress and table manners as well as

speaking.
The Dale Carnegie course, for example, emphasizes
developing "a positive outlook on life." Toastmasters also strives

to "help you become the 'supersuccessful' person you want to be."^'
Sandy Linver, director of the Speakeasy seminars^ is the author of
Speak Easy, How to Talk Your Way to The Top.™
And Donald R.
Nichols, President o? Wordsmith Enterprises, affirms corporate
excellence in a speech delivered at the National Association for
Corporate Speaker Activities: "As the contemporary equivalent of
the classical rhetorician, speechwriters should remember that one

thing we do is attempt to discover ghat's possible, including the
possibility of corporate excellence."^'
Nichols understands the connection between modern communication

consultants and the sophists of antiquity.
improving those whom they teach, instilling

Both work toward
excellence, selfconfidence, success, or arete if you will. Whether the sophists did
or the consultants can make good on such bold claims is a question
that remains for discussion among philosophers now as then. There
is an apparent kinship between sophists and consultants by
definition and function, however.
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We have seen how the sophists were similar to contemporary
communication consultants in teaching, travelling, subject matter,
and method. A discussion of the term sophistes and an unders^nding

of the functions of fifth-century sophists has been coupled with the
definition and functions of contemporary communication consultants.
We may conclude that the communication consultants are contemporary
sophists.
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A VIEW FROM THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION;

Oft. WHAt HAVE WE DONE TO/FOR YOU LATELY?

Mark Youngatrom*

I aspect that at almost any given moment during the school
year conversations like the following occur somewhiere in Minnesota:
Conversation A:

Student: Why do I have to take course X? I hate it. I'm no
good at it and it will never do me any good.
Counselor: You have to take it because the state requires it.,
Without it you can't graduate.
Conversation B:

Teacher: I don't understand why my course is being dropped.
It is at least as important as . ^ .
Administrator: It's being dropped because we can't afford to
offer it any more and because the state does not require it.
Conversation C:

1st Teacher on Curriculum Committee:

We have to offer ...

The state requires it.

2nd Teacher; Are you sure? I thought the state required . , .

From

my experience in tn^irking with K-12 education at the

building, district, and state levels, I have heard the words "the
state" invoked in many situations and for a variety of purposes.
Sonetimes the words provoke anger and frustration, and sometimes

they produce reassurance. All too often they create confusion.
Depending upon the side of the issue you are on, state mandates

may be either frustrating or reassuring. There is not much I can do
about that.

What I can do, however, is try to eliminate confusion

about current state curriculum mandates, and that is what I will
attempt in this paper.

Starting with a definition, that broad field of study which is
sometimes called "English" or "language arts" and which covers such

things as reading, writing, speaking, listening, language study,
etc. is referred to at the secondary level in Minnesota rules and

* Mark Youngstrom is the Communication Education Specialist of the
Minnesota Department of Education.
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statutes as "communication skills." At the elementary level it is
called "communication/language arts."
Strictly speaking, at the secondary level the definition of
"communication

skills" is

left

defined in rule or statute.

to

the

reader

as it is

nowhere

The Department of Education provides a

working definition through the SELO (Some Essential Learner Outcome)

document in communication/language arts.
In that document the
following
major
strands
or
categories
are
identified:

reading/literacy, reading/literature, writing, speaking, listening,
language study, media literacy and resource use.
At the elementary level, a new curriculum rule takes effect

with the 1986-87 school year. One-third of the time spent during
the year on required curriculum offerings must be spent on
communication/language arts. Communication/language arts is defined

as;

1. listening/speaking

2. reading/writing

3. children's

literature 4. language study: structure and meaning. Never before
have listening and speaking enjoyed such prominence in an elementary
or secondary State Board of Education rule.

Another one-third of the elementary year must be spent on
mathematics, art, and music. A final one-third must be spent on
science, social studies, physical education and health.
Turning to the secondary level, students in the middle school
or junior high must take, on the average, a minimum of 120 clock

hours per year of communication skills (a clock hour being, of
course, 60 minutes). For example, if a student is enrolled in a
three-year

junior

high,

she

must

take

360

clock

hours

of

communication skills or an average of 120 clock hours per year.
Senior high students also must average a minimum of 120 clock hours
per year in communication skills in order to earn the required
credits needed for graduation. In a three-year senior high that
means a student must take a minimum of 360 clock hours or three full

years of communication skills in order to earn the required three
credits.

Perhaps the least understood rule affecting secondary education
is the required curriculum rule which went into effect this past
school year. That rule mandates a minimum curriculum for every high
school in the state. For example, every high school must offer at

least two years of a world (sometimes called foreign) language even
though no student must take a world language in order to meet state
graduation standards.
As it affects communication skills, everv

high school must offer one full credit (minimum, 120 clock hours)
more than the three credits students are required to take for
graduation. In the case of a small school which has traditionally
offered English 10, 11, and 12, full year courses, to meet the state
graduation requirements, it now must make available one additional
full year credit to every student.
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Considerable flexibility exists in helping high schools meet
this new rule.

The additional one credit or 120 hours can be

offered, for example as four quarter courses, two semester courses,
or one full year course. Courses need not be offered on site but
could be made available at another district provided that suitable

arrangements can be made for scheduling and transportation. Where
appropriate, courses could also be made available via technology
such as two-way interactive television. The specific additional
course (or

courses) to

be

offered—whether

it

be

journalism,

huiianities, interpersonal communication or any other communication
skill topic—is determined by the district. Districts do not have
to offer a course just because students request it.

A final important point regarding this new curriculum rule is
that there is no minimum enrollment provision.

If a course is

offered and one student signs up, then the course must be provided.

As one might well imagine, establishing rules is one thing,
enforcing them is something else. Not being a police state and
lacking the resources (and, perhaps, stesire) to send special
investigators with clipboards out to each school district, the state
relies largely on self-reporting to uncover violations.
Each fall
information on

offerings.

school districts must provide the state with
a wide range of topics, including curriculum

Districts found to be in violation based upon that

information are sent a violation report and are requested to submit

a corrective action plan.
If the action plan appropriately
addresses the problem, no further measures are taken. If the action

plan is found wanting, then a series of steps go into effect, the
final and most serious of which is the reduction or loss of state
aid.

Compared to most states Minnesota exercises little regulatory
control over its ^hool districts.

State high school graduation

requirements are modest (in a three-year high schools three credits
in communication skills, one-half credit in health, one-half credit
in physical education, two credits in social studies), and there is
no state mandated competency testing. Whether this general emphasis
on local decision-making will continue is difficult to predict.
Some citizens and legislators would like to see "higher educational
standards" in place for all districts. However, given Minnesota's
long tradition of local control over education, it seems unlikely
that major new state mandates will be coming soon.

The emphasis in this paper is on the curricula Minnesota
schools must offer its students, K-12.

Many other rules exist,

including those which deal with teacher licensure and programs like
the new postsecondary open enrollment act. Those rules and issues,
however, are at least as complicated as those discussed in this
paper and deserve a space and time of their own.
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WHY STUDY SPEECHES?
Jim D. Seeden*

Early in life I memorized Lincoln's "Gettysburg Address."
admiration

for

this

c^m

of

American

rhetoric

has

grown

My
with

increased awareness of how choices of language and variations in

syntax can enrich and empower discourse and with appreciation of the
significance of Lincoln and of the civil war.
It was with
fascination
Gettysburq

and delight that I recently read Lincoln and the
Address i

edited

by

Allan

Nevins, it

contains seven

essays. David C, Mearna, Chief of the Manuscript Division of the
Library of Congress, wrote the final essay entitled, "Unknown at
This Address." It read like a detective story as he took me through

a labyrinth of conflicting letters, interviews, and

newspaper

accounts toward formulation of an accurate description of Lincoln's

preparation of his address.

Since a small child, I have "known"

that Lincoln wrote it on the back of an old envelope while on a

train to Gettysburg—its glory and that of Lincoln being enhanced by
the apparently scant preparation vdiich produced such memorable
discourse.

Hearns concludes his essay with the admonition, "We must

scrap what we think we know of Mr. Lincoln, confessing disordered
ignorance, and with cleared minds and jaundiced eyes, begin again
from scratch."^ It seems that most of the address was written on
Executive Mansion stationery in Washington and the final portion in

an upstairs bedroom at the home in which he stayed the night he
arrived at Gettysburg,

I have recovered from that shock, but not from an experience of
the winter of 1964. Professor Ernest Bormann, of the University of

Minnesota, taught a two course sequence on "History and Criticism of
American Public Address."

The hours spent in his classroom ignited

in me an interest which has not waned.

Listening to him as he read

and commented about significant speeches from our past, examining
collections of speeches and articles assigned, and browsing through
some of the abundance of related discourse was an intellectual, and

in a special way, an emotional experience which has left me forever
enriched.
His pleasure in sharing was a large part of that
experience.

"Why study speeches?" For me the answer is simples because of
the delightful intellectual stimulation derived from ^ch an
endeavor. As we shall see, for others the answer may be different
and probably more complex.

* Jim D. Seeden teaches at South High School, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Of what does the study of speeches consist? More precisely,
what is rhetorical criticism? For the purposes of this paper, it is

the development and application of critical standards for public
address.
are

The public address standards or principles to be applied

derived

from

essentially

two

sources:

rhetoricians

and

effective speakers—the first relying in part upon observations of
the second.
It should he noted, as John Dewey did, that
"Criticism . . . is not fault finding. It is not pointing out evils
to be reformed. It is judgment engaged in discriminating among

values. It is taking thought as to what is better and worse in any
field at any time, with some consciousness of why the better is
better and why the worse is worse.

Corollary questions quickly arise:

Which oral discourses

deserve to be studied and how shall we identify such utterances?

Given the limitations of time and energy, my preference is to devote

attention to those speeches which have "survived the passage of

time," have had unusual impact on the thinking of their day and
perhaps of ours, or which have made a vital contribution to later
understanding of their period. A. Craig Baird quotes Rufus Choate:
"It is the peculiarity of some schools of eloquence that they embody
and utter, not merely the individual genius and character of the
speaker, but a national consciousness—a natural era, a mood, a
hope, a dreacL a despair—in which you listen to the spoken history

of the tirae.'^ Wayland Maxfield Parrish gives further guidance when
he observes:

A great speech cannot consist of mere eloquent nothings.
It must deal with great issues, not with trivial ephemera.
And

the

critic

must

consider

whether

the

orator

is

actuated by lofty ideals of justice, honor, liberty, and
the like, or whether he is concerned with such local and
temporary matters as balancing this year's budget or
getting a subsidy for farmers. It is true that persuasion
may be as skillful in small matters as in great, but we
cannot divorce the value of a speech from the value of the
ideas with which it deals

Speeches especially deserving bur study are the products of
accomplished speakers, and memorable occasions, and focus on
significant

Two

events and ideas.

caveats

are

necessary.

First, "bad"

speeches

and

demagoguery are certainly worth our study as contrasts. It is
difficult to define "light" without "dark" or "good" without "bad."
However, as I hope will appear clearly later, study of the dark side
will shed less light and be less ennobling.

Second, contemporary

speeches deserve our attention both as examples to which we can
apply our rhetorical standards and, if we choose carefully, as cases
of modern discourse which will become some of the great speeches
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smembered in the future. Will Martin Luther King, Jr.'s

"a^e a

ceam" and John F. Kennedy's "Inaugural" be revered 50 or 100 years
com now? One wonders how time and future rhetorics will
hem.

BEI^FITS FOR INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANTS

The first and primary reason for studying speeches is that

here are many personal benefits from the activity, some obvious and

thers of more subtle nature. For all of us, and especially fo
ligh school and college students, the study of great

lelp us to become more accomplished speakers.
Educational
isychologists have known for decades that much of our cognitive
ievelopment, especially as communicators, comes from observing and
smulating models,

We develop as communicators

iwareness of rules but instead by observing and
the
jommunication in our environment. If we are to continue to develop,

L.e. to improve, our abilities beyond the level we have attained, we
lust have models of excellence. One might take the position that
he plethora of speeches in our modern environment obviates the need

For any special effort to study great speeches. Such a Posj-tj®"
reauiri a defense of the level of discourse which predominates
today as possessing the quality of excellence--a difficult argument
bo build. One can hardly browse through a collection of
listoric speeches without becoming keenly aware of the qualitative
differences as compared with common cant.

We do an

ourselves and to our students, if we deprive ourselves and them of
appropriate models.

For students of public address who study speech theory, to go
soecific examples of theory in practice can make what may otherwise
be dull, incomprehensible stuff into an exhilarating, ®"l^htening
experience. A textbook chapter on the use of metaphor can t help
but be enhanced by the reading, or better still
hearing, of some

from reading the generalizations of theory to_the study

nf Winston Churchill's great wartime speeches. Having once heard
hL
wfcan ne^er forget "the tiny mouse of thought" creeping into
Se'roomrSr t^l ohicLn which was "some chicken" with
n®®k"

which Hitler hoped to wring, or Winston himself who was privileged
to provide the lion of Great Britain with its "roar. To observe
the interaction between theory and speech practice is a"

element of learning not to be ignored. Can we in fact know theory,
if we cannot identify it in practice? To observe the application of
rhetorical theory is essential to useful understanding as_opposed to
rote learning. An individual's ability to synthesize higher level
abstractions, to gain insights into the complexities of discourse,

and to evaluate existing theory can only be enhanced by the study of
Not the least of the potential consequences of
stimulation by exposure to excellence in speech is a motivation for

ISLchel!

self-imptovement.
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In addition, immersion, or even a quick dip, in the discipline
of rhetorical criticism can increase our knowledge about history,
about great ideas, about rhetoric, and about ourselves.
George Santayana's dictum that, "Those who cannot remember the
past are condemned to repeat it," is strong justification for
rhetorical criticism which involves examination of speeches within
the context of their historical period. As Carl Brandt and Edward
Shafter, Jr. observe, "How better can critical issues be understood
than from the lips of those distinguished men who actually debated
those issues and who, in many instances, were willing to sacrifice

not only political advantage (as did Webster) but even their own

physical well being (as did Clay, Calhoun, and Grady)?"^ Or, as
Revert T. Oliver states, "Perhaps nowhere better than in a history
of public speaking can there be found a depiction of the pros and
cons of history, the arguments for and against, by which the crucial
decisions have been reached.

On occasion an idea has failed because

it was not effectively presented; and sometimes a shabby solution
has won support because it was upheld with persuasive skill."° The
French revolution came alive for me one day years ago when an able
student of mine delivered, along with brief commentary, a portion of
Rcriiespierre's speech to the French Assembly demanding the head of
King Louis on a platter. The walls dripped blood and 1 found myself
in a world I had previously only dimly perceived. Few experiences

can bring to life for us a period of history as a reading of the
sorrowful, exultant, determined, fearful, persuasive words of the
eloquent spokesmen of their day. Want to come to grips with our
civil war?
Read the words of Webster, Clay, Calhoun, Lincoln,
Garrison, Phillips and other notable speakers of the time. Not only
can we learn about the events and issues of history, we can learn

about the distinguished people, the decision makers, who changed our
world.
One of the test ways to evaluate the past efforts of
individuals is to look at the speeches with which they are
identified. Study speeches and come to understand and to feel in a
greatly enhanced way the currents of history, and with that
understanding learn to make more appropriate Social-political
judgments.
Some years ago during the United States* involvement in Vietnam
a high school student came excitedly to tell me about a speech he
had discovered to use in "Non-original Oratory" which has now become
"Great Speeches." The speech te found was delivered in 1847 by
Senator Thomas Corwin of Ohio regarding our involvement in the
Mexican war, and the student realized that the arguments paralleled
those about the Vietnamese war. He was genuinely excited; he had
truly learned in a memorable way how history may repeat itself
unless we learn from it. To study speeches is to study a social and
intellectual history of the world. As mankind meanders in fits and
starts toward a more compassionate
understanding, a more
appropriate, ennobling view of humanity and its proper place on
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earth, the path is blazed by ideas given life and influence through
public address.

The student of speech, the rhetorician, learns about history
and about ideas but also about -hov« to examine a speech to maximize

understanding. The practitioner becomes familiar with standards of
critical appraisal, aware of dimensions of the speech act, and
knowledgeable about related elements to consider.
Minimally,
engaging in rhetorical criticism should bring us to look at the
speaker, the occasion, and the text of the speech.
Of the speaker, we learn about reputation, personal attributes,

purpose, training, and manner of delivery. An examination of the
speaker's ethos is crucial to understanding the speech act being
studied.

Does the speaker face a hostile or a friendly audience?

Why is it such? How the speech affected the reputation of the
speaker and whether the speech had an immediate and long-term
influence are worth our study. How does the speaker's appearance
affect the audience?
To understand a speech, to analyze and

evaluate it, we must ascertain the speaker's purposes. Of no small
interest is whether the speaker's concern was primarily with the
immediate audience or with a larger audience more distant in time or

place. Of course, it will add to the fascination of examining a
speech, if we can know about the speaker's preparation, both in
terms of immediate effort and in terms of a lifetime of education,

of immersion in a family, a society and a rhetorical tradition. And
what fun to read about and, if possible, to observe delivery styles.
Written descriptions can add zest to the experience of "hearing" an
historic speech.
Certainly our appreciation of Patrick Henry's
"Give Me Liberty or Give Me Death" is enriched by reading the
description by John Roane who was present during the meeting:
When he said, 'Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be

purchased at the price of chains and slavery?' he stood in
the attitude of a condemned galley slave, loaded with

fetters, awaiting his doom. His form was bowed? his wrists
were crossed; his manacles were almost visible as he stood
like an embodiment of helplessness and agony.

After a

solemn pause, he raised his eyes and chained hands towards
heaven, and prayed, in words and tones which thrilled the

heart, 'Forbid it. Almighty God!' He then turned towards
the timid loyalists of the House . .. and he slowly bent
his form yet nearer to the earth, and said, 'I know not what
course others may take,' and he accompanied the words with
his hands still crossed, while he seemed to be weighed down
with additional chains. ... After remaining in this

posture of humiliation long enough to impress the imagination
with the condition of the colony under the iron heel of

military despotism, he arose proudly, and exclaimed, 'but as
for me,'—and the words hissed.through his clenched teeth.
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while his body was thrown back, and every muscle and tendon

wa^ strained against the fetters which bound him, and, with
his countenance distorted by agony and rage ... 'Give me
liberty,' electrified the assembly . . . and as every
syllable of the word 'liberty' echoed through the building,
his fetters were shivered; his arms were hurled apart; and
the links of his chains were scattered to the winds.

After

a momentary pause ... he let his left hand fall powerless
to his side, and clenched his right hand firmly, as if
holding a dagger with the point aimed at his breast . . . and
he closed the grand appeal with the solemn words, 'or give me
death!' ... and he suited the action to the word by a blow

upon the left breast with the right hand^ which seemed to
drive the dagger to the patriot's heart.'
Of the occasion on which a speech was given, there is also much
to interest the student of rhetorical criticism.

Certainly the

expectations of the audience should be taken into account as we
evaluate the speaker's efforts. We learn a great deal from audience
analysis, and also how speakers may adjust to their physical
setting.
The development of
microphones and electronic
amplification have altered speech style, for example; we can follow
and

learn

from

the

transformation.

Multitudes

circumstances shaped any speech we study.

of

special

To become aware of the

elements of occasion and of how they might
reflected in the speech is of inestimable
development as speakers.

have been or were
value in our own

Our attention as rhetorical critics must ultimately come to

rest on the speech itself, i.e. the text. Here lies an especially
rich area of study. A study of the text leads to learning about
invention, including ethical, emotional, and logical appeals,
arrangement, psychological appeals, elements of style such as
amplifying details, emotional language and figures of speech, and
support materials.
One can hardly escape learning about the
concepts of truth and validity. Questions of textual accuracy and

authorship, i.e. the matter of ghost writing, are tantalizing.

We

are led further to considerations of how the text matches rhetorical

traditions of the time, of whether the text effectively deals with a
category of issues, and of how the principles of rhetoric have been
applied to a unique situation.
Memorable phrases like "iron
curtain" often are coined in speeches and are worth discovering.
What we learn from the study of speech texts has potential transfer
to our own discourse. Woodrow Wilson said, "Only as the constant
companions of Demosthenes, Cicero, Burke, Fox, Channing, and Webster
can we hope to become orators.""

Subtly but in profound ways the study of speeches can help us
learn

about

ourselves.

As

we

come

to

better

understand

the

potentialities and limitations of human nature and to more clearly
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understand the forces which compel people to speak^ we gain insights
into our own potentialities, limitations and motivations. These
insights can be translated into personal growth.

The study of speeches will?
course, affect attitudes»
Chauncey Goodrich believed it would develop a "love of eloquence."
To develop an appreciation of eminence in public address seems to me
a noble goal. Brandt and Shafter believe that the study of speeches
"show the speaker as a human force in time of stress. He is not a
mere worker with words and phrases but rather a brilliant molder of

public opinion and a shaper of man's destiny.

When we come fully

to that realization and appreciation, the quality of public address
will be taken more seriously.

I cannot leave the subject of the value of rhetorical criticism
for individuals without commenting on the simple joy of the study.
With elements of both science and art the activity offers endless

opportunities for exploration and invention. To have the events of
history and the lives of influential men and women brought to life
as only the study of speeches can do, and to experience the delight
of unveiling the hidden qualities and influences in speeches is
benefit enough to justify the activity.
BENEFITS FOR SOCIETY AND SPEECH COMMUNICATION

Most of us are not professional rhetoricians but benefit from
their work. The importance of rhetorical criticism for the field of
speech communication and for society is obvious. The scholars who
devote their professional lives to this study test the
appropriateness of current rhetorical theory and develop refinements
and

new directions.
For example, Dr. Bormann's recent and
remarkable book, The Force of Fantasy; Restoring the American

Dream, represents an advance in rhetorical theory and demonstrates
the value of scholarly research. The results of such insights and
diligent effort will eventually remake the rhetorical landscape as
standards are clarified, expanded, and improved. Thus, society as a
whole will benefit.

Marie Hochmuth Nichols states, "A sense of

critical awareness is, I believe, a necessary ^erequisite to
achieving or maintaining high quality in any art."-^-^ Only through
continued scholarly work in the field of rhetorical criticism can we
hope to achieve that end.

Quick irention should be made of the fact that the methods and
results of rhetorical criticism have been and are of value to

historians, just as their work is of benefit to rhetoricians.
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CONCLUSION

It remains to be noted that there is a prima facie reason for

studying speeches; it has nothing to do with any specific benefit.
Speech is one of our roost significant human activities and as such
calls for study.
Again quoting Marie Hochmuth?
"Orators, of
course, have been agents in history and, like all agents, must be
supposed to have effects. Greece without Demosthenes, Rome without
Cicero, England without Burke and Churchill, Germany without Hitler,
and the United States without Patrick Henry and Lincoln would have
been different. To believe otherwise is to succumb to the notion
that human effort counts for little or nothing,
Speech has

become every more influential with the advent of public-address
systems, radio, television and the subsequent mass audiences. What
more central feature of our lives ought we to study?

If you wonder whether the new prominence of public address is
accorapsnied by improved quality, or wish it were, promote the
critical study of speeches. The development and application of
critical standards for public address becomes ever more difficult
and ever more essential.

Speech teachers need training in the

discipline in order to enrich their teaching; high school and
college students deserve an introduction to rhetorical criticism and
the opportunity to reap its many benefits.

Richard Murphy sums it upi "The speech as a form gives us a
microcosm of humanity, a man in high thought and feeling, in a

worthy cause, seeking, by his word-artistry, to make his audience
know and care. . .. In the best of the past speeches we have these

experiences preserved as illuminations of man's experience, and of
the best in human nature. It is a pity not to draw freely upon this
heritage.

Listen to the voices of history; they have much to tell.
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THE NEED FOR TEACHING INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION
IN HIGH SCH'OOLH'
Judith K» Litterst*

The past decade has seen an increasing concern for public
schools to "get back to the basics." In 1978 Public Law 95-561
amended the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to
include a definition of basic skills as "reading and mathematics and

effective communication, both written and oral."

Yet, despite this

concern speech communication curricula in the U.S. high schools have

not changed significantly in the last fifteen years (Book and
Pappas). There may be two reasons for this lack of change. First,
it

is

easier

to

maintain

the

status

quo

in

teaching

speech

communication, i.e., supporting coursework in public speaking and
theatre. Second, there is a lack of professional involvement by
secondary school speech teachers. This lack causes them to be
unaware of new issues in the teaching of speech communication,

advancements in teaching techniques, and new texts.

Unfortunately, the lack of change in speech curricula persists
despite publication of Standards for Effective Oral Communication
Programs endorsed by the Speech Communication Association.
Guidelines suggest that oral communication instruction should
provide a wide range of speaking and listening experiences in a v?ide
range of situations (formal, informal, interpersonal), with a wide

range of audiences (classmates, teachers, peers, family, employers),
and for a wide range of purposes (informing, persuading, sharing

feelings, facilitating

social

interaction).

A

recent

study

disclosed that 35 of our 50 states do not yet teach speaking and

listening skills as part of their statewide curriculum (Modaff and
Hopper).
How

does the state of Minnesota compare with the national

trends? Fortunately, we are one of the states that does support the

development of speaking and listening skills. However, a 1984 study
of large Minnesota high schools' curricula shows that many still use
a traditional speech focus (Larsen),
Only 19^ of the schools
surveyed
reported
coursework
centering
on
interpersonal
communication.

television,

More courses v/ere reported in drama, radio and

debate, advanced

public

speaking, film, and

oral

interpretation.

* Judith K. Litterst is Associate Professor of Speech Communication
at St, Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota.
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lis is not to say that these courses are not valuable^ but that
ley present only one way of organizing speech communication
istruction, and a way that is more traditional.
One-half of the basic speech courses at the college or
tiversity level also still have a traditional public speaking
ientatiooj but 40^ take either an interpersonal or combination
iproach. While the combination courses include instruction in such
eas as informative and persuasive speaking, organization,
ivelopment, and delivery of speeches, they also provide training in
oup discussion, communication theory, listening, and interpersonal

iramunication (Gibson, Hanna, and Huddleston),
What are the alternative approaches in teaching
immunication, and how do students benefit from them?

speech

The traditional approach to communication instruction assumes
sat we learn communication skills in activities such as public
srformances.
Through this approach students learn the value of
idience adaptation, learn organizational skills, become more
jnfident, and develop style in oral presentation. While important,
iis is a narrow approach.
Other approaches organize speech
nmmunication

instruction

around

iterpersonal perspective.
The
.asaroom activities according to
nmmunication

that

individuals

use

either

a

functional

or

an

functional approach orients
crucial fxirposes or acts of
daily,

ajch

as controlling,

:pressing feelings, informing, maintaining social relationships,
id imagining (Wells), The interpersonal approach teaches basic
dlls by examining various contexts in v^hich interaction occurs
iood).
Through these latter two approaches students come to
iderstand that there are different ways to communicate, and that
sme are more appropriate than others. They gain an appreciation
)r communication as a two-way process. These approaches seem to
icompass much more than the traditional approach.
Various communication theories support the value of adaptive
iramunication.

We

know

that

tuiman

communication

has

cartain

jcially established rules, and if we understand those rules we can
ive some influence over the everyday relationships we encounter
social rules perspective). We realize that who we are is formed
id sustained through interactions with others, and that who we are

"fects how we interact (symbolic interactionist theory).
We
cercise choice in the pursuit of goals| for instance, who we select
5 friends depends on selecting and supporting certain aspects of
:hers' self concepts (action theory). Finally, we are cognizant
lat
many
systems—cultural, organizational, familial—exert
ifluence on us and how vte relate to others; by understanding how we

lange, grow, develop, and validate ourselves in various contexts,
5 grow as individuals (systems theory) (Cushman and Cahn).
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While speech comfflunication training is personally beneficial,
it is also basic to human learning.
When we improve the
communication skills of our students, we are preparing them for

advanced learning both in school and in society. Appropriate speech

communication training promotes learner involvement because (1) it
is a multi-sensory activity, (2) it brings the student into contact
with the language environment and links language users to each
other, (3) it contributes to socialization and behavior change,
(4) it triggers higher conceptualization as speech structures become
the basis of learning, and (5) it facilitates the performance of a

variety of tasks (Modaff and Hopper).
Since speech communication is basic to human learning, it is
not surprising that several studies have presented communication

competencies that should be functional characteristics of the
competent teenager. Allen and Brovin (1976) and White (W75), for
example, suggest that the competent teenager exhibits these
characteristics s

- Expresses both affection and hostility to others,
- Assumes control in peer-related activities.

- Praises oneself and/or shows pride in one's accomplishments.
- Takes into account another person's viewpoint,

- Reads effectively the feedback of others and provides rele
vant feedback,

- Takes the role of another person effectively without being
pushed to do so.

What does such communication competence mean?
According to
Wood in the Development of Functional Communication Competenciess
Grades 7-12, when we become communicatively competent we are able to

(1) perform a variety of communication acts as the situation calls
for, (2) determine what is appropriate, (3) implement choices, and
(4) evaluate our communication.
These competencies describe an
individual who is mature and adaptive in dealing with others.
Are all of these competencies learned in a traditional public-

speaking oriented course? We know that communication occurs in a
variety of settings. Public communication is but one of those

settings.

The ^ove-mentioned competencies are more directly

acquired by speech communication instruction that takes a functional
or an interpersonal approach rather than in more traditional
courses.

How can we incorporate interpersonal communication into high
school education? First, new course development is a possibility.

Students may have the option of taking a course in public speaking
or interpersonal communication, or both courses may be required or
strongly suggested. Second, existing courses may be redefined so as
to include units in interpersonal communication.

Topics such as
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:ening,
male-female
interaction,
conflict,
and
group
nunication are just a few of the areas of study that might be
jrporated. It is significant to note, however, that one of the
jest teaching concerns of college and university instructors
ly is the inadequate time available to cover course content. For
: reason, having two distinct courses may be preferable to

;ing more units into an existing course structure (Gibson, Hanna,
Huddleston).

Coursework

focused

on

developing

interpersonal

competence

Ids important benefits that go beyond those gained through taking
rsework in public communication«
These benefits include the
Lowing:

1. Interpersonal communication can help people to achieve a
septual understanding of the self. McFarland believes that one
lot achieve this except through symbolic interaction with others,
gr researchers also believe that interpersonal communication

Jits in the development of one's self-concept (Giffin and Patton,
ce and Larson).

2. Interpersonal

communication

is

necessary

for

the

entration of oneself. It can help one to move from an egocentric
nt of view to one that encompasses an awareness of others
Farland).

3. Interpersonal communication is closely tied to growth.
who wishes to grow wants to learn, broaden experience,
ernalize learning, enjoy feelings, discriminate in a positive

se, increase potential, and enhance creativity (Jarrett).
4. Interpersonal communication can contribute to rhetorical
sitivity. A rhetorically sensitive person (a) must learn in
eral what can be said and what cannot be said to certain people

certain

situations,

hence,

naking

cultural

and

social

ustments; (b) must learn that others have roles just as they do
1 that to work with others they must be accepting and adaptive;

1, (c) must realize there are different ways to conyey information
I become skilled in choosing those which are most appropriate for
I situation at hand (Hart and Burks).

The basic goals of education focus on effective interaction

•ough

speaking

and

listening "and, more specifically, on

imunication in everyday, functional situations" (Larson et al.,
.). Do Minnesota educators support these goals? An examination
some of the Planning, Evaluating, and Reporting (PER) goals shows
it we do value everyday communication competence. Consider the
Llowing goal statements:

- To develop skills in reading, writing, speaking, and
listening.

PROPERTY Of
DR. CYNTHIA R.
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- To develop pride in work and a feeling of self-worth.
- To develop good character and self-respect.
- To learn to respect and get along with people with whom
we work and live.

These are not highly abstract goals that cannot be measured.
Measures do exist to assess in the teenage student such things as

competence and appropriateness, listening, nonverbal sensitivity and
empathic skills, apprehension, and disclosure (Larson et al.). When
and if the need arises to justify curricular revision in the
direction of interpersonal communication, data can be collected to
assess interpersonal communication competence in the same way
educators assess reading, writing, and mathematics.

According to Barbour and Goldberg, teachers of interpersonal
communication possess the ability to have a significant impact on
their students. They reach students where they "live," and this

cannot be said about all courses in the high school curriculum (5).
According to Weaver:

What makes the study of interpersonal communication so

enjoyable and rewarding is that it can be practiced during
almost every waking moment, and the rewards can be realized
almost immediately. . . . The results of our communication
are often immediately perceivable, . , . Interpersonal
communication touches us directly, personally, and

immediately (2-3).
If we are serious about upgrading communication competence, we
must look further than the narrow and traditional focus upon public

performance and consider the importance of developing particular
skills in interpersonal communication.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE ESSENTIAL CURRICULUM
"AT~THE SMALL COLLEGE i

A REPORT

Dan Johnson*

In the 1985 SAM Journal, Glenn Stacker's article, "Contemporary

Sophistry:

Tradition

Change

in

Communication

Ethics,"

effectively probed, some disturbing issues in education that apply to
the speech field.
Citing a report by the Association of American
Colleges, Integrity in the College Curriculum. Stocker concluded
that academics in general "are perceived as contemporary sophists,
whether we are or not."^ As for speech communication, Stocker found
current evidence for charges made by Malcolm Sillars thirty years

ago that we "vie for bizarre courses, vshile the student is led to
believe that there is some particular type of course v#9ich will

provide the, specialized techniques he needs to know to meet any
situation."^ Coming to the heart of the matter, Stocker asked if,
indeed, there was a solid core to the discipline, "or are we so

pliable that we can form ourselves as we please? Are we shallow and
superficial as a discipline and thereby adaptable to every occasion
or fad?"^
In a paper presented at the 1983 Annual Meeting of the Speech
Communication Association, Roger Smitter and Joe MacDoniels reported
that "no reason exists to believe that undergraduate majors across

small college departments are equivalent or even similar," Further,
"Not only are majors likely to be different, there is no common
course (let alone sequence of courses) which exists as a requirement

at the colleges we sampled." In summary, "we found . , , little
agreement at the level of particulars about what v© would offer to

or require of students who major in communication."^
Smitter and MacDoniels proposed that small college teachers

needed to "agree that a certain set of necessary concepts and skills
exist which all students of communication should know or develop

regardless of the college they attend." The authors recognized that
accomplishment of the goal would raise "many broad issues, not the
least of which is the question of 'What is the field?' from which we
are to draw these concepts." In addition, they proposed to identify
the courses which would "serve to introduce, define or deliver those

essential theoretic objectives." Last, they suggested small college

* Dan Johnson is Chair and Assistant Professor in the Communication

Department at the College of St. Scholastics, Duluth, Minnesota.
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;eachers define "a standard set of optional courses" which would
lupport the core.
"A

clear

view

of

our

academic

base

and

our

essential

'esponsibilities is mandatory,", concluded Stocker, "if we are to
lake responsible choices in the face of new challenges, pressures

"rom outside, and a changing clientele."' I think that is what
irompted most of the forty teachers from small colleges to attend
:he 1985 summer conference on "Essential Undergraduate Curriculum in

Speech Communication" at Hope College in Holland, Michigan.
Conference goals included (1) the articulation of a statement of
Jomain for undergraduate speech communication instruction, (2)
Identification of those courses regarded as essential to an
jndergraduate program, and (3) designation of those core courses one
night expect all majors in the discipline to have in common.
Decision making was facilitated by a group process which
Included small group discussions, reports to the assembly, a fish

Jowl, and parliamentary debate. It was a process that generated
thoughtful deliberation, agony, and exhilaration. It also produced
a report that has helped to clarify and direct curriculum
development in small college departments as we continue to
articulate our academic base.

The summary report consisted of a

arief statement of domain, identified 17 courses constituting the
assential curriculum in speech communication, and designated five
core courses:

Statement of Domain

The ideal curriculum in our discipline concerns the

understanding and use of spoken language and associated
behaviors in a variety of contexts.

As educators, we seek to assist people in becoming
effective and ethically responsible communicators who can
understand theoretical choices and who can design, express,

interpret and evaluate functional messages.
Essential Curriculum

Public Speaking

Understanding Mass Media
Interpersonal Communication
Argumentation and Debate
Organizational Communication
Communication and Rhetorical Theory

Communication Ethics/Free Speech/Law
Persuasion

Oral Interpretation
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Rhetorical Analysis

Introduction to Human Speech Communication
Voice and Diction

Communication Topics
Senior Seminar

Practicum/Internship
Independent Study
Core Courses

Interpersonal Communication
Small Group Communication
Public Speaking
Understanding Media
CcHnmunication and Rhetorical Theory

When the summary report was presented to members of SAM at the
1983 fall meeting, the domain statement seemed to satisfy most of
the

members

who

attended

the

^ssion.

As

for

the

essential

curriculum, some expressed preference for "usual" or "model"
curriculum, because the word "essential" implies a prescriptive
list. As a participant in the conference, I find the essential
curriculum list to be the least useful product of the deliberations.

It is, in fact, a ranking of courses which received the most votes
and is, therefore, merely a preference list. It is possible that
this list describes no program in existence; it is possible that the
list should describe no existing program.

As for the designated core courses, those that all n»jors

should be required to take, one SAM member wondered why an ethics
course was not included.

And that concern prompted another:

why

not change "course" to "topic" since ethics, for example, might be
incorporated in a substantial way in all the core courses. How any
institution presents the curriculum was intended by conferees to be
done by methods appropriate to the tradition of the institution and
department, its goals, number of faculty, and interdepartmental
relationships.

Like other participants in the conference, I am not altogether
pleased with the list of core courses. My teaching career was

interrupted by a three-year stint in marketing, public relations and
advertising. That experience convinced me that what Stacker said is
true:

"An ethical view of what we do still lies in the validity of

ideas, the integrity of evidence and the responsibility of the
communicator."
I worry about the number of small group
communication texts being used—public speaking as well—that are
manuals of techniques.
Their contents are embarrassing and are
evidence for an indictment of sophistry.

Ideas, evidence and analysis, and personal responsibility—
these ought to describe what we do. That is why in the core at the
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3llege of St. Scholastica requires communication majors to study
Lato and Aristotle in the Philosophy Department, That is why some
srsion of Great Speeches should be included.
In short, my
<perience outside of academia confirmed a predisposition I learned
3 an undergraduate:
the best preparation for a career and a
Lfetime of change and learning is the traditional rigor offered by
srious engagement with the liberal arts.
Small Group Communication versus Great Speeches of the Western

srld: perhaps the juxtaposition distills the issue. Managers need
le first; leaders need the ^cond.
Managers are everywhere,
sadership requires dreams and visions, ideas—and the ability to
3mmunicate
jmber.

ideas

so

that

action

results.

Leaders

seem

few

in

As a result of the Essential Curriculum conference, the Small
Dllege Interest Group presented a panel, "The Undergraduate Core:
Discussion of What Every Speech Communication Major Should Study,"
b the 1986 Central States Speech Association meeting.
Sample
3urse syllabi were presented.

A second conference convenes at Hope College in the summer of
?36.
Its objectives are to define core course objectives and
smpetencies, sequence, ideal content and syllabus, and to suggest
3W the core courses might relate to other departments or campus
squirements.

Who would have predicted that an SCA paper presented by Smitter
nd MacDoniels would stimulate thought and action as it has and
sntinues to do.
The creative power of the rhetorical act is
onfirmed.

Again.

NOTES

^Glenn Stocker, "Contemporary Sophistry: Tradition and Change
n Communication Ethics," SAM Journal 12 (1985):

11-19.

^Stocker 13.
^Stacker 13-14.
^Stacker 15.

^Roger Smitter, Joe MacDoniels, "Approaches to the Basic
urriculum
in
Small
College
ashington, D.C., 11 Nov. 1983.

^Smitter and MacDoniels.

^Stocker 16.
®Stocker 16.

Departments,"

SCA

Convention,
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GETTING AN INTERNSHIP PROGRAM STARTED:

KVELOf'ING POLlCllg AND PROCEDURES
Rbaeanna G. Ross*

The internship has been recognized for years as an academically
sound approach to learning, skill development and theory

application.
The medical profession hss the most developed
internship program, and internships are now an integral aspect of a
variety of fields—journalism, social work, public administration,
political
science,
educational
administration,
business,
gerontology, and English. Recognizing the need to prepare graduates
to enter nonacademic positions, a growing number of speech
communication departments have also developed internship programs.

The development of these speech communication internship programs is
still fairly young and experimental. Little systematic research on
development, administration or impact of the programs has been
completed; yet reports indicate positive results, enthusiastic
support, and continuing program growth (Cahn; Downs, P. Harper and
Hunt; N. Harper; Holley; Hyre and Owns; Jamieson and Wolvin; Konsky;
Wilson; Wolvin and Jamieson).
The tight job market demands a curriculum that assists students
in translating theory and research into practice, and which
encourages students to develop skills in the professional setting.
Also of importance to employment of speech communication graduates
is increased visibility of the discipline in the employment market,
as well as an increased understanding of the skills and knowledge

that are the focus of a speech communication degree (Harper;
Konsky). Harper notes that though the skills that are ranked by
employers as important to successful employment are skills specific
to the training of speech communication majors (verbal communication
skills, interpersonal skills, decision making, leadership, problem
solving), they go unrecognized as the focus of the communication

major.

An effective internship program can become a vehicle for

increased outside awareness, program promotion, and development of a
close relationship "between the school and the employment market—
business, industry, and community" (Wolvin and Jamieson).

• Roseanna G. Ross is the Internship Director, Speech Communication

Department, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota.
This article is adapted from a paper presented at the Central
States Speech Association convention, Indianapolis, Indiana,
April 4, 1983.
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Acknowledging the need for an internship program, the major
cern next becomes the development of such a program. For a
ech communication department to develop a pedagogically sound

ernship program, there are a number of considerations which must
directly addressed: objectives, student qualifications md
cement, requirements, awarding of credit, evaluation, rwed for

d internships, development of a site network, responsibilities or
director, etc. The questions of where to start, what resources
I available and how to develop the program also become issues,

lips and Timmis offer several suggestions and guidelines;
Iresses a number of important "first step" issues. In an effort
further assist developing internship programs, the remainder of

s paper will relate how the Speech Communication Department of
! Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota, resolved these

;ter8, and will report on the status of its fairly young and
reloping internship program.

The St. Cloud State University Speech Communication Department

j grown from a department claiming 39 majors in 1977-78 to a
lartraent presently boasting over 150 officially admitted nejors
i minors. (These recent numbers do count those students not yet

Ficially admitted.)

Concurrent with this growth has been the

-us on careers other than teaching and an increasing interest in

ternship experiences. Until fall 1984 internships were arranged

rough the department chairperson as requested by each student, but
th the growing numbers the department recognized a need to
rmalize the program under a faculty member specifically appointed
direct internships. Although the director is responsible for the
ternship program throughout the year, at present most internships
e scheduled spring and summer, and the faculty director receives
e course release in spring and a one course internship assignment
r summer. Thirty interns have been scheduled from September 19IW

rough June 1986, accounting for a total of 370 quarter credit

urs, with an estimated 10 interns to be scheduled for summer 1986.
PROCEDURES AND ISSUES
rector's Responsibilities

The role of the internship director at SCSU is defined as both
ipervisor and coordinator which is workable with the present size
' the program.

Responsibilities include developing and assessing

ilicy, maintaining an internship site network, promoting
■oqram, consulting with students who are considering and/oT
wolved in internships, contacting the site supervisors during
iternships, visiting sites, and assessing the success of

the
are
the
the

idividual internships.

Although other faculty in the department are not directly

ssponsible for the internship program, their role is still
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important to the success of the program. They help to promote the
internship program not only among students, but also within the
university and community, and also help to develop the site network.
The director relies on their knowledge of the students' skills and
abilities.
In addition, intern and agency feedback concerning
curriculum is channeled back to the department. It is imperative,
then, for the director to inform the department of the program's
progress.

Intern and Internship Site Qualifications

Next, SCSU developed a policy statement consistent with the
philosophy of the department. Because the informal procedures which
hsd been utilized earlier appeared to function well, many of these
were adopted.
The internship program is open to any officially
admitted speech communication major or minor who has completed one
half of the required speech communication courses, and who is in the
junior or senior year.
A student may register for 4-16 quarter
credit hours, depending on the nature of the internship; normally, a
student with a 40 hour work week for 10 weeks qualifies for 16
credits.

The St. Cloud State program differs from many other programs in
that the student is responsible for locating and securing the
internship. The director develops contacts and opportunities about
which the student is informed, but the student is not limited to
these recommendations and is encouraged to explore the areas which
seem of highest interest to him or her. This procedure supports the

departmental objective of giving the student experience with the job
search process. It also places the responsibility for an agency's
intern selection with that agency, and the responsibility for an
intern's site choice and self-presentation with that intern. Using
this approsch some interns have secured very creative and unique
internships—international, out of state, with special groups such
as the hearing handicapped. The director's role in the early stages
of consulting with a student is to assist the student in developing

goals, assessing skills and needs. This consultation also helps in
the later phase of designing the learning agreement with the agency.
Three criteria must be met in order for a speech communication

internship to be approved: 1) the internship must have a primary
focus on communication; 2) it must be a new learning experience, not
a vehicle for earning credit for a position previously held; and
3) there must be a supervisor at the site.
The director must
ascertain

these

criteria

are

satisfied

before

negotiating

the

learning agreement. These criteria also ensure quality in those
internships which the students have generated.
There is no
department policy concerning paid internships, although this may be
a

consideration

for

an

individual

potential internship sites.

student

in

selecting

among
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le Learning Agreement

After the intern has secured an internship site, the next phase

! to develop the leiarning agreement.

This contract outlines the

larning goals of the intern, the student's job/position (as well as
lademic) responsibilities, criteria for evaluation, and the
!sponsibilities of the supervisor and director. The student is
.ven permission to register for the internship only after the
ireement form has been signed by all three parties~intern, site
ipervisor and internship director. The preliminary phase usually
smands the most time of the director and intern as they work

irough a rough draft of the agreement. This proposal is then
sgotiated between the intern and job supervisor. The learning
jreement is an important preparation for the internship as it
Larifies expectations, assures a valid communication-focused
iarning experience for the intern, and provides criteria for
valuation.
/aluation

The policy statement and learning agreement comprise a basis
jr evaluation of the internship by specifying assignments which the

item may be expected to complete.

All interns are required, at

ie minimum, to maintain a daily log and to complete a final paper;
;her requirements depend on the nature of the internship. During
le quarter interns are often required to share their experience in
related class (e.g.. Organizational Communication, Interpersonal
jr Business), and to attend one on-campus meeting of all the
items. Speech communication students at SCSU are graded on a
atisfactory/unsatisfactory (S/U) basis only, no letter grade, in
rder to facilitate the evaluation process in terms of assigning a

cade.

Through vreekly contacts with the intern, a three-way

Lscussion among intern, supervisor and director at the time of the

ite visit (usually completed just prior to mid-quarter), periodic
ione conversations with the supervisor during the internship, and

sading of the log and final paper, the director and the intern are
ble to candidly discuss strengths and weaknesses throughout, not
nly when the internship draws to a close. The primary focus at all
imes is that the internship process is one of personal insight,

iscovery, and learning. The director functions as an advisor,
upporter, and facilitator to the student during this process.
RESOURCES FOR DEVELOPING AN INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
As director of the SCSU communication internship program, my

arliest frustrations were involved with getting started.

What was

eing done? What were the options from which to choose? How could
begin to develop a site network? I found the following resources
o be helpful.
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Beginning the Program

It was not only helpful to know what had been the previous
procedure in our department, but also to talk with internship
directors in other departments at St. Cloud State. SCSU has no set
policy that applies to all departments, so conversations with
directors in criminal justice, social work, journalism, etc.,
yielded a wealth of information as well as varying perspectives.
Contacting directors of communication internships at other
universities and reading articles written by them also provided
helpful information specific to our discipline.

Membership

in

the

National

Society

for

Internships

and

Experiential Education-^ has proved to be an invaluable resource.
PANEL, the Pier Assistance Network in Experiential Learning, is a

vital aspect of this organization (Hall).

Also, the Minnesota

Association for Field Experience Learning sponsors monthly meetings
focused on special topics, as well as an annual conference. Not
only does membership in this organization update the academic
director on important issues, but it alao allows for expanding the
site network as its membership includes agencies' directors as well.
Developing a Site Network

One of the unpredicted advantages of encouraging students to
generate their own internship sites is an expansion of the site
network.
previously

Students often secure internships with agencies not
in the network.
Also, students inform me of other

potential sites which may not meet their needs but which may be of
interest to other interns.

To further develop the site network in the community I have
found it helpful to become an active member of the local women's

networking organization (Forum of Executive Women) and to attend
meetings of the Chamber of Commerce, especially the committee which
deals with education issues and community-university relations.
Other community based organizations which have been key in
developing the network are the Personnel Association, the United
Way, and the Voluntary Action Center (a coordinating agency for all

volunteer and service agencies in the community).
Similar
organizations exist in other communities and their potential should
not be overlooked.

The SCSU Speech Communication Department has recently developed
an advisory board of key community persons to assist in curriculum
development and to further promote community-department relations.
I anticipate this board will be helpful in developing the site
network as well as improving the internship program generally.
Departments might consider developing such an advisory board for
this and other related matters.
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Because of our proximity to Minneapolis-St. Paul, a number of

:udents prefer to develop internships in the metropolitan area. Of
articular help to me has been the Twin City Area Urban Corps, an
iternship program modeled after the New York City Urban Corps,
lich places students from post-secondary schools in serviceiarning internship positions with government and nonprofit agencies

1 the Twin Cities Area.^ It now fills over 1,200 internships per
aar. Another useful resource is the book 1985 Internships.^
The Career Planning and Placement Office on our campus is
lother excellent resource.
By attending their Career Days and

gency Days, I have further developed the network.

Now that this

Ffice is aware of our program, they willingly share internship
iformation with our department. Alumni are another ready source of
Dotacts for promoting and placing interns; a recently distributed

spartmental alumni survey contains questions which I am hopeful
111 identify possibilities, and ray association with persona at the
lumni Office on campus should also prove to be helpful to our
rogram.

CONCLUSION

An academically sound internship program benefits students,

apartments, and employees alike.

At St. Cloud State University we

re excited about the progress made in the past year in developing
he formalized program. I hope that observations, procedures, and
esources shared here will generate discussion and ideas in other
epartments and internship programs.

Notes

^National Society for Internships and Experiential Education,
22 St. Mary's Street, Raleigh, NC 27605.

^Twin City Area Urban Corps, 107B City Hall, Minneapolis, MN
5415, (612) 348-6967.

'lisa Hulse, ed., 1985 Internships; 34.000 On-the-Job Training
pportunitiea for All Types of Careers (Cincinnati, Ohio;
Igest, 1984).
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